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Water Purifioation and its attendant problems are,
at first thot, supposed to be of a purely civil nature,
and such as not to come to the attention of a mining
engineer. This 1s true in many cases; however, it is an
engineering subjeot which a mining engineer may, for
various reasons, bel called upon to use.
In many Instances l mining development is undertaken
in localities where no development of a cultural nature
is present. It then devolves upon the mining engineer
in charge of the development to provide suitable and
sanitary living conditions, both for himself and his co-
workers. These efforts for sanitation are of a necessity
rather crude in the early stages of any mining develop-
ment~ but as the work progresses,J they must be made
more and more to conform with the principles of modern,
up-to-date practice.
The fundamental basis of sanitary living conditions
is a good water supply system. for without water it
is impossible to dispose properly of human sewage and
industrial wastes. By a "good water supply system" is
meant a system of pipes that will deliver a pure~
wholesome water a.t the neoessary ~l'essure.
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Even in the older, fully developed and well established
mining oommunities the demand for a good wateniorks
system is inoreasing, because of the laborers- demands for
better living conditions. The mining companies arelfor
the most part, in favor of acceding to the demands of
their smployeee in this re~pemtJ for besides raising
the standard of living of the employee .. and thereby
making him a oontented worker, a good water supply
system enhances the value of property o'wned by the
mine and gives them adequate fire protection. In factI
in many looalities and small settlements that depend
upon a mine for their existence, the question of
water supply is qukte often given the proper impetus
by the mining companies, and in some cases such projects
are finanoed and opera-ted by them entirely.
The purpose of the foregoing paragraphs is to try
to show that in these days of vastlj improved living
oonditions the mining engineer must take oognl~ance of
the fact that he must delve more and more into
SUbjects which were heretofore thot to oome only under
the head of the civil engineering. It is a recognized
fact that mining engineering profession needs for its
ranks the most versatile of technically trained men.
Therefore I it behooves the young mining engineer, who
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wishes to be successful in hie profession) to give
some attention to civil engineering subjects~ one
of the most important of which i8 water purification.
This thesis deals with the problems met in
solving the v~'ater supply question for a small coal mining
comn:uni ty in southern Illinois. It will contain
a brief ~eneral treatise on modern water purification
with a discussion of the various methods and steps
in modern practice, a set of drawings and specifications
for a. water supply system for this communi ty together
with an explanation of them.
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Water purifioation may be ~efined as the art of
removing foreign and polluting substances from solution
and suspension in water. The object for Y"which these
impurities are removed naturally falls under two heads:
1. Removing organic matter and disease producing
organisms from the fouled water or sewage of a.
community.
2. Treatment of impure water so as to make 1t
hygienioally safe for drinking, and suitable for
industrial purposes.
Under the first of these heads comes the problem
of sewage and sewage disposal. Since all matter is
indestructible, it follows that water, which oomprises
a great portion of the earth's surface must undergo
aome sort of a oycle, This cycle includes preoipitation
from the clouds, gMound filtration, use by man, dis-
posal and evaporation. The uses to whioh water is put
by man are va.ried; 1t is used for drinking and hygienloe
purposes" in industrial plants and as a means of disposing
of sewage. Treatment of this 'V,ater used as a transporting
body for sewage is the subject included in the first of
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the above heads. Modern engineering has devised methods
for the treatment of these waters to make them pure,
pure in. the sense tb.c·.t they are hygienically and chemical-
ly clean. However, these waters are "ex purified,at that
stage, to the de~ree necessary in drinking water. In
general it might be said that se~age waters are pu~i-
. fied only to the extent of making them pure enougn not
to cause stream pollution. This sta~e is primary in
the process of water purification. After being discharged
into streams and there being diluted, they are at some
point again used and treated to make them fit for
n.uma,n con 8Urnpt ion.
The purpose of this thesis, however, is to deal
entirely With the problem presented under the second
of the above heads, and wi tb. specif10e reference
to the design and construction of a water supply
system for a mining or industrial community of about
3500 inhabitants. It is true that it 1s possible to
carryon water purification for industrial purposes
independently of the more refined methods used for
drinking purposes, and frequently this is done by
la.rge industrial concerns usin~ la.rfl;e quantities of
water and located Where there is no adequate municipal
supply. The inoreasing shortage of good water in the
-6-
past few years bas made itself aoutely felt by industrial
plant owners and residents of southern Illinois, so the
problem of furnishing a good, clean, wholesoorne water in
sufficient quantities for both domestic and industrial
purposes is one that is met and has to be solved
frequently in this locality at this time.
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The source of water is-primarily the same" that lSI
from precipitation out of moisture-laden clouds l but
tbe collection and stcr~:.e of this rainfall in the
proper loca.tion and in sui table quanti ties for present
consumptiom and a reserve supply during pe:rlbe~e£lo,f.:r
drought is i.ndeed an 8Jntirely different question.
The impounding receptacles for the storage of water
prior to its treatment may be divided into five general
:cla.sses:





Deep wells and artesian wells deliver a practically
npure water and in may places this water is used without
1\
subsequent treatment" wherea.s in other places this water
is prevalent with dissolved mineral matter and must be
treated to remove such matter and disagreeable tastes and
odors. Shallow wells are more apt to be polluted; it is
a fact that small, shallow" domestic wells are often the
media thru which various diseases a~ transmitted.
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Natural lakes form a large souroe of water supply.
The degree of purity of these waters depends upon thet
character of both the influent and effluent streams J
eize~ character of the bottom, etc. It is in general
necessary to purify lake water by some artificial means
p
before it is fit for human consumtion. QUite often~
"
lake water is comparatively free from suspended matter,
for the lake basin forms a natural settling reservolr~~;
d't othe r times i t may be unusually muddy and turbid,
dependinK upon the character of the bottom and the
currents which disturb it.
Large streams are probably the greatest souroe of
water supply in this country. Strea~ water is apt to be
im~ure to a higher degree because most streams are at
some point used as transpottera for sewage. The degree
of impurity depends upon the density of the population
of the a.rea thru whioh it flows. Yet from these streams
comes water whioh is ultimately the finest drinking
water that can be obtained. An example of this is the
Illinois River. Into it flows the sewage of the entire
Chicago dis triot as we1l as that of some of t he large r
cities farther downstream. Peoria, Illinois obtains
its water supply from this stream at a point where it
1s so polmuted that at certain times of the year it is
aa,id that animal life is practically non-existent in it.
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This "Viiater is treated in a modern plant and Peoria is
supplied vii th a very good .'¥'later. The Illinois River
flows into the Mississippi River and altho it is diluted,
it still retahs a high degree of pollution when it
reaches the vicinity of St. Louis, Missouri. The City
of St. Louis obtains its 1J'iater supply froni this stream..
treats 1t, and tbe result is a wa.ter tha.t is noted for
its purity. These are some extreme exarrples of stream.
pollution and what an adequate purification system will
do. On the other band~ as in mountain streams, far
removed frow civilization, strearr water is frequently
used safely in its original condition, but this only
in rare instanees and seldom in quantities large
enough for any considerable supply. In general riva r
.1
water must be treated to ~eke it safe and fit for
human use.
In a great many instances J it is neoessary to dam
small streams so that a sufficient water reserve oan be
maintained for a given consumption. Reservoirs or mere-
1y the resultant basins formed by damming a small stream
or several small streams. In this case the size of the
reservcir depends upon the rate of consumption, the
percentage lost thru evaporation and leaks. The possible
size of the reservoir in any place depends upon the
-10-
existing topography and the extent of the water-shed
feeding the reservoir.
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CHAPTER IV - Smn"ARY OF ~RECEDI:NG CHAPTERS
It has been the purpose of the fore~oing chapters
to show that practically all water must undergo some
process of purification~ for absolutely pure water is
seldon! found in nature ~ owinl2: to the readiness wi tb
which it absorbs impurities from the air and soil. Even
rain 'Jrater conta.ins a trace of ammoniacal salt; and the
so-oalled "pure water" from natural springs is often
impregnated to a great extent with soluble substances
derived from the s·trata. tbru which it passes. Lake and
pond waters are apt to be discoloxed and contain im-
purities of both a vegetable and organic nature. River
water usually containR, in addition to the impurities
already noted, sewage and refuse from ±ftdustrial plants,
which make it cap&eleof transmitting typhoid and
kindred diseases of a zymotic nature.
Aside from its sanitary importance, clea~ water is
absolutely necessary in many industries; in fact, of
such importance that an abundahdJ natural supply of water
formerly determined the location of many industrial
plants. In the case of mines and such industries de-
pending for development upon natural resources~ the
-12-
the location of the mine or industry is fixed and the
problem of getting to it an abundant supply of wholesome
vJ'ater must be solved.
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CHAPTER I - METHODS OF PURIFYING wATER
Years of study and scientifice research have narrowed
the subject of water purification down to one thing, mame-
ly,mechanlcal filtration. Mechanical filtration has
been fittingly called mants imltation of nature in the
purifica.tion of wate r.
Of itself, mechanical filtration is essentially a
straining and not a softenin~ or cchemical process, altho
these adjuncts are used frequently in connection with it.
Under the general head of purification, other processes
a~e sometimes employed - ozonation, chlorination, ultra-
violet rays, water-softeners such as lime and soda, and
the oxidation o£ iron b~ aeration and artificial zeolites.
None of these processes takes the place of filtration,
and with most of them filtration is required, either for
preliminary or subsequent treatment to remove color and
suspended matter.
In the plant described in subsequent chapters of this
thesis, the prinoiple of mechanioal filtration is employed
primarily,J and 1t is that subject which lends i tsel! to:cc
a brief discussion in the chapters immediately following.
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CRAPiER LL - ~~CHANICAL FILTRATION
All mechanioal filters operate on practically the
same prinoiples. The water is passed thru a filtering
medium which strains out the impurities. Natuarl1y,
the more dense the filtering medium, the finer the
strainer, and therefore, the more perfect the filtra-
tion. During the development of mechanical filtration,
there haa been used excelsior, sponges~ composition
stone) cotton fiber, charooal" coke, quartz and other
materials" but it has finally resolved itself down to
the use of layers of graded gravel and silica sand" and
these are the media now' generally employed.
The bed of filtering material is contained within
a tank into which the water enters at the toPJpercolating
down thru the bed" leaving the impurities within. The
bed of filtering material is superimposed over a manifold
strainer system which cmllects the water as it filters
down thru the sand and gravel I and delivers it thru a.
system of pipin~ to a storage chamber or clear well.
In filtration, the coarser, suspended matter is
readily retained but particles swaller than the interstioes
between the grains of sand would slip tbnu if they were
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not retarded. This is aocomplished by the formation, om
the filter bed~ of an accumulation of the foreign matter
removed from the water~ which coagulates and forms a
slUdge of greater dehsity than the filter itself. This
coagulation is accentuated by the addition to the raw
water of some chemical, and this subject 1s discussed
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERUI. - CHEMICAL TREATMENT
The first chemical treatment necessary in any raw
water is the addition of some salt to aid in the
formation of the coagulum which covers the filter bed.
The chemical salts usually used are either Alum or
Sulphate of Alumina" and the chemical reactions w'hich
result are as follows:
When alum is used:
Kz.Alz (804 }.If + 3 CaCO~+ 3 H2 0 =
3 BaOS~ + K~SOf 3 CO~ Alz(OH).
When sulphate of alumina is used:
Al z (S04 )3 + 3 CaC03 T 3 HaD=-
3 CaS04 + 3 aoz' Al z (OH ).,
The coagulum thus formed is fittingly termed by the
Germans, trSchmutzdecke."
A solution of the coagulant salt is added to the
raw ~ater when it first enters the filter plant. This
is usually done in some sort of a mixing basin to in-
sure the proper miXing of the raw water with the coagulant.
It than passes into a sedimentation ohamber) which is
a tank large enough so that the water will be retained
in it for a suffioient period and ~mra comparative state
of quiet, so that coagulation oan take plaoe.
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A comrron example of coagulation is the clarifying
of coffee by th e means of the whi te of an egg. The"
coagulum formed in water processes gradually aggregates
together, precipitates or subsides theru the water, en-
veloping and dragging down such suspended matter and color
with which it comes into contact, a.nd after depositing
tbe heavier portion in the sedimentation basin, finally
rests in a gxeater or less degree upon the top of the fil-
ter beds. This coagulum in turn removes from the water
particles of matter too fine to be caught by the sand.
Eventually it becomes impervious ancl must be removed by
wa.shing.
Another process used in the treatment of water 1s
the addition of liquid chlorine in minute quantities to
kill plant and animal orp;anisrns which. have found their
way thru the filters into the clear well. The ultra-
violet ray is sometimes used to accomplish the same
purpose, but thlorinatlon is in more favor. The c~lorine
1s either introduced into the clear well, or into the
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CHAPTER I - GENERAL
'p\an+
The tiltratiOD "hereinafter deseribed wa.s designed
to provide approximately 750,000 gallons of filtered
e
water every twenty-four hours. For the pres~t population
of the city for which it was designed, it is necessary
to keep it in operation only eight hours out of the
twenty-four, the idea bein~ to operate during the day-
time and during that time to store a sufficient reserve
to la~ thru the n1~ht. The plant was made lar~e enougb~
however, to more than supply any estimated future
demand owing to an inorease i1l1 popula.tion or the location
of new industries in the Vicinity.
The plant is loQ.sted on the bank of the L1 ttle Wabash
River about seven miles from the city whioh receives the
supply. It is pumped from there to the city thru standard
water mains and many of the farmers enroute have taken
the advantage of the system. Power faronrthe motors is
supplied from the municipally owned power plant in the
city thru a high tension line to the filter. A number
of the farmers have installed transformers and are also
using this high line as a souroe of light and power.
The system was designed for a 8i ty that previously
had installed water ma.ins in its streets and wa.s furnished
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a raw water for fmre protection purposes only. Durin~
the drought in that area during the entire year of 1925
the, c.itj:ed&cided to pipe to the river and there ereot
a modern filter, and thus be a.ssured of an adequate
supply of p;ood water at all times. The reservoir went
dry during this period and the need for water Was
acutely felt. Saveral fires had to go unchecked because
of the soarcity of water and at one time water had to
be ahippe1 in for drinking and washing purposes.
Tbe previous system depended for pressure upon
a 60,000 gallon, 100 ft. elevated steel tank, and it
is into this tank that the present water is pumped.
There is about 100 feet df topographio relief between
the city and the river, the tank is 100 feet high,
and about 50 feat of head. was lost due to friction
in the seven miles of pipe line, making a ~-
total head of about 250 feet. The pumps a~ the filter
ws~e designed to take oare of this head.
In discussing the plana of this filtration plant
in the follOWing ohapters an effort will be made to
follow the water from the time and point it is taken from
the river, thru the various processes of purification,
and until it is delivered to the oonsumer.
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CHAPTER II - THE SUCTION~
The suction "'Tell for this system 1s a reinforced
concr$se masonry tank and was built to protect the end
of the auction pipe and to form a sump for the colleotion
of the water. It is circular in horiz&ntal crosa-section~
5 1 -0" in internal diameter l and 10'-6" deep. The size
an:l shape was date rminei to a large extent by the oharacter
of the river. The river is one which passes thru large
sections of timbered lani, therefore it transports leaves~
sticksl brush and even logs of a oonsidera~le size. A
struoture had to be designed which would offer the least
obstruction to material of this nature, therefore the
circular well. It was built in an exoavation in the rock
bed of the river so as to have formed a sump for the
collection of water at all stages of the river. The water
enters the suction well thru eleven vertical slots lnthe
wall l eaoh 4 ft X 3 1 -O ft • These slots are covered with 3/4"
mesh screen to exclude leaves and s~all sticks. It was
impossible do devise any means of finer filtration at this
point; sand and small pebbles will enter the well and have
I~
to be removed periodioally. ThisAdon~ by gaining acoeSs
to the inside of the well thru a. tra.p door in the top) and
ladders on both inside a.nd outside walls. It will be
noted from the Plans that the outside ladder was pla.ced
-23-
on the downstream side, it having beem remembered that
such a thing would cause obstruction and be a lodging
place for atre&~ float.
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CHAPTER til - THE SUCTION LINE
The suotion line is an 8", bell and spigot cast iron
pipe" at the lower end. of whioh is placed an 8" foot
valve. This is merely a valve which opens in a direction
of flow ·toward the pumps, but automatioally closes when
the pumps are shut clown, thus retaining the Water in
and above it. The suotion line anears the low-lift
pump house and is attached to the suction nozzles of the
lO~li-lift pumps.
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The low-lift pwnp house is situated on the bank of
the river which is about fifteen feet above low water
level and out of range of ordinary high water. It is a
square ooncrete structure having an internal size of
10' X 10', and 13urmounted by a brick building. The en-
tire structuxe is ierected on eleven 12" diameter piles
made of conorete and carried to bedrock. It has two
floors, one just above the piles, and the other being
the floor to the brick building. The pumps are located
on the lower floor and are two 500 G. P. M. , Motor
driven an~ aesigned for a head inclu1ing friction and
suction lift of 100 ft. They are cmnnected in parallel,
but by an arrangement of piping and valves, either can
be operated independently of the other. The briok structure
is used to house the transformers for the entire plant.
A hatchway is left in the floo., of sufficient size to
allow the admi ttance of the pumps, and for use as a man-
hole for future inspection of the pumps. No provisiob was
mad.e for removing water from the floor around the 'PUInpS,
but the building is so dea1~ned as to be higher than
any high water record of previous years. Admittanoe is
gained to the inside of the house by means of ladders on
the insids and outside of the wall. The discharge of the
pumps is connected to a 6" discharge line.
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The di scharge line is a 6", bell and spigot, caS t
iron pipe. It is attached to the disoharge of the low-
lift pumps and is terminated in the mixing basin by a
float-controllei valve. Near the point of entry into
the mixing basin, a tee con~ection takes a 6 n line into
the flume off the sedimentation basin. This line is con-
trolled by a 6" gate valve, and is used to by-pass the
water around the mixing and sedimentation basins during
the time those units are being cleaned.
CHAPTER VI - THE MIXING BASIN
The mixing basin is an integral part of the filter
structure" a. concrete tank" 21 '_9" long" 6'-0" wide, and
varying with the slope of the floor, from Ilt-3" to
11 1 -9" deep. In it are placed cypress baffles" so arranged
that the water must flow over one" under the next, etc.
The flow of the water around these baffles insures its
mixture with the coagulants which are introduoed at the
influent eni of the mixing basin. The floor of tpis basin
slopes ~o plug drain valve controlled, 8" vitrified tile
sewer outlet, whioh when opened will drain the basin. The
bafiIes slide in slots formed of channels of sheet rretal
so that they may be easily removed for repair and renewal.
Openings are placed in the 'bottom of each baffle extending
to the floor, ani properly covered with flaps so that
water will flow thmu them towards the drain but will
remain closed when the basin is in operation. The basin
ha.s a 9" freeboard and the float valve on the influent
raW water line -is regulated to close when this level is
',n9~
reaohed. The water leaves this basin thru open~ at the en:..t.
These openings are arranged to take stop planks so that
that the water can be made to flow either direotly into
the sedimentation basin# or by-pass the sedimentation
basin and go directly to the filters.
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CHAPTER VII - THE SEDIl,f.ENTATION BASJN
The se1imentation basin is a reinforoed concrete
tank~ 36 1 X 48'~ and from 13 1-9" to 14'-3" deep, de-
pending upon the slope of the floor. Along its entire width
runs a flume which connects with the settled water
flume~ in which are openings arranged to jake atop pIanka.
Thru the oenter of the basin runs a brick baffle wall
extending to within 8 ft. of the sedimentation basin wall
at its outer end. During normal operation the water enesrs
the sedimentation basin from the mixing basin, and the
stop planks in the flume are so arranged that it must pass
around this baffle to get into the flume and the filters.
The oapacity of the sedimentation basin is approxi-
mately 180,000 gallons or one-fourtb the rated oapacity
of the plant for twenty-four hours. This means that the
se1imentation basin has a retention period of about six
hours~ or in other words, from the time a particle of
water enters from the mixing basin, six hours elapses
before it is discharged from the sedimentation basin. Dur-
ing this time its shortest travel is some nmnety feet,
so it can be seen that while the water is in the sedi-
mentation basin it is practically at rest. OWing to this
-29-
comparative state of rest, the heavier suspended matter
settles out of the water to the floor of the basin.
A plug drain valve controlled, 8" vitrified tile
outlet is placed at the low point in the floor of the
sedimentation basin. This is necessary to facilitate the
draining and. cleaning ad! this uni t.
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CHAPTER VIII - THEWILTERS
The filters of this plant consist of two units, each
13'-6" X 9'-0" by 8'-8" deep. This gives a total filjer-
ing area of 243 square feet, eo that when both units are
operating they must filter apvroximately 2 gallons of
water per square foot per minute, to fill the rated capacity
of 500 gallons per minute. This is the usual amount of
water which these filters can take care of.
In each unit is placed two wash water troughs, so
designed as to carry the wash water, as it leaves the
filters, into a 12", plug drain valve controlled, vitri-
fie:i tile outlet. Under the gravel and sand is placed
the cast iron manifol<t. and strainervsystem. This consists
of a 10" cast trmn manifold from which extend to the sides
of the iilte r, a. se ries of 2" galvaniz6:i iron laterals"
drilled with 5/16" holes. These manifolds are connected
to the rate of flo~ controllers. They are also connected
to the wa.sh wate r pump by mea.nB of a tee connection.
The water enters the filters thru openings in the
settlei water flume, which are controlled by sluice gates.
It trickles down thru the filtering material, 18 oollected
by the strainer system, and disch~xged into the clear
wall thru th. rate controllers.
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CHAPTER IX - THE CLEAR !ELL
The clear well is merely a basin for the storage of
the filtered water. It is beltwv and extends the entire
length and. -Nidth of the pump room and filters and is
approximately 15 feet deep. It has a capacity of about
75,000 gallons. Access is gained to it thru a manhole
in the pump room floor. Into it extend the filter
effluent and high lift pump and wash water pump suction
lines.
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CHAPTER ]: - THE PUMP ROOH
The pump room is on the first floor of the filter
builiing ani hOU8e~the high lift and wash water pumps and
motors. The high lift pumps are two 500 G. P. M. oentrifu-
gal pumps~ one driven by an eleotric motor ani the other
by ~ automobile type ~asoline 2engine. The An~ine driven
pump is an auxil1i ary uni t to be used when r epai rs are
necessary on the motor driven unit. The wash water
pump is a motor driven , 1900 G. P. M. oentrifugal pump.
The high lift pumps work against a head of 250 feet, and
the wash water pump against a maximum head of about
10 feet.
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CHAPTER XI - THE OPERATING ROOM
The operating room is &n the second floor of the
filter bu11din~ and imreediately above the pump room. Here
are placed all floor stands which control valves in the
piping of the pump room and filters. It also contains
the solution tanks~ loss of head guages, orifice tanks
and. chlorinator.
From this floor the operator can see the filter
beds and watch their operation. He can aleo note the
operation of the mixing basin from this floor.
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CHAPTER XII - QPERATION QF THE PLANT
The ylant is so designed that it can be operated
entirely from the operating floor. The operator must make
periodic tests of the raw water to determine the per-
centage of free chlorine, alkalini ty J turbid.i ty and
color. The result of the last two determinations will
inform 'the operator of the amount of caagulant to be
added. The alum is mixed with water and placed in the
solution tanY~ and from them flows into the orifice tanks.
The orifice tanks are devices for regulating the flow of
the coagulant solution into the mixing basin.
After the coagulant is added to the raw water the
resultant liquid is thoroly mixed in its passage around
the baffles of the mixing basin. The operator must so
arrange his stop planks that the water will flow inmo
the sedimentation and around the brick baffle there, and
not directly into the settled water flume.
The sluioe gates in the settled water flume are left
open during operation ani the water passes thru them and
the fil te rs as ex.plained elS6'f!Jhere. The operator must
keep the rate controllers regulated so as to deliver
the rated quantity of water from the filters to the
clear well.
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Liquid chlorine 1s int :'oduced into the suction pip-
ing of the high lift; pumps by a Wallace & Tiernan
chlorinator. This is a device which releases a drop of
chlorine at periodic intervals, and can be regulated
to give pu1s~tions at any interval required. This"
"perio:i of pulsation depenSsupon the amount of free
chlorine in the raw water and is generally about one
drop in from fifteen to twenty seconds.
As the filters are being used, they eventuall~ clog
up with the filtered matter taken from the ~atar as it
passes tbru them, ani they must then be washed. The point
at which this ia necessary is determined by loss-of-head
guages attached to the filters. When the filters are
clean this head is a maximum, but as the filter operates
and begins to clog the head drops off gradually, and at
the point where the head reaches zero ox nearly zero the
filter must be washed. One unit DB washed at a time. At
this operation the operator reverses the flow of the water
o
thru the manifold and strainer system by the fol~ing
steps:
1. Closes the sluice gate for the unit being washed.
2. Opens the plug drain valve in the wash water
sewer connecting with that unit
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3. Closes gate valve in filter effluent line of that
unit.
4. Opens gate valve in wash water discharge to that
unit.
5. Starts ,'ash ·water pump.
The operation of washing is then carriei on auto-
matically. The wash water pump takes filtered water from
the clear well and forces it thru th:e m.anifold and
str1:Liner system .. thence up~r:ard thru the fil tar beds
where it collects the residue. When this water reaches
the top of the filter bed it flows over into s concrete
wash water trough5and out of the bUilding thru a Sewer.
-edAt a time when the unit is washAsufficientlYJ it can be
again put in operation by a reversal of the above steps.
This plant is so designed that tb,e raw VI!ater can be
by-passed around either the mixing or sedimentation basins
or both simultaneously. This is done by a system of pip-
ing, valves and stop planks, as will be sean by r"erence
~
to the Plans. This is neoessarYJ because at intervals these
portions of the plaht must be cleaned of settled material.
These tanks are oleaned by the follOWing steps.
1. By-passing the water.
2. 9pening plug drain valves.



















GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
1. Attention of bidders is called to the fact that the
estimate of quantities given below is believed to be cor-
rect .. but is given only as a. guide in checking such esti-
mate as the bidder may make J and as a basis of oalculation
upon which the award of the oontract may be made. In case
any discrepancy appears between the figures enumerated
and the quantities shown upon the Plans .. or as determined
by measurement of work actually done, the quantities ob-
tained from the Plans or measurements shall prevail.
2. The bid1er is expected to examine to his satisfaction
the site of the proposed work, ani also satisfy himself
by such means as he may prefer, as to the quantities of
work to be done.
3. All proposals must be filed with the City Clerk on
or before the time specified in the ftNotice to Contractors. ft
4. All propos~ls shall be in sealed envelopes endorsed l
"Proposal for City of I Water Supply Con-
stru£tion.. " and shall be addressed to~ ;
Mayor,
5. More than one proposal from an individual J firm,
partnership, oorporation or an assooiation under the same
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or d.ifferent names will not be con.aidered. Reasonable
ground for believing that any bidder is interested in
more than one proposal for the '\rJork contemplated will
oause the rejeotion of all proposals in which such bidder
is interested. Any or all proposals will be rejected if
there is rsason to believe'that collusion eXists among
bidders.
6. No proposals will be considered unless accompanied
by casb or a certified oheck, in a sum not less than 5%
of the sum of the bid submitted, and proposals sukmitted
to cover more than one section shall be accompanied by a
certified check for each section, for the same sum as re~
quired for eaoh seotion when proposals are submitted
separately. In no c~se shall the sum of such cash or certi-
fied check be less than Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00)
7. Checks shall bemade payable to the order of the Mayor
of the Ci ty of and such check shall be held
forfeited to the City a.s damages due to delay and other
causes, should the successful bidder fail to enter into
a contraot and sub~it a bond acoeptable to the City Within
ten (10) da.ys after notice of acoeptance of the bid.
8. Checks of unsuccessful bidders will be returned with-
in ten (10) days of the time of the opening of the bida,
to the respective bidders, except that the checks of the
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three lowest bidders will be reta.ined until the Con-
tractor! s Boni of the successful bid4,er is accepted and
approved, at v;hich time all checl:-s will be returned to
the respeotive owners.
9. No contract will be awarded except to responsible
bidders oapable of performing the olass of work contem-
plated" and. if requested by the 01 ty" bid:iers mall
supply such information relating to previous axperience
in works of like charaoter as shall permit the City to
investigate their experience" skill and business stand-
ing. Faill.lCZe of the bidier to supply such informa.tion
will cause his bid to be rejected without further con-
sid.eration.
10. Before entering into a contract, the bidier shall
execute a. bond in the form preseribed by law> in the
penal s urn, of the contract" wi th a Sure ty Company.) to be
approved by the CitYI or shall furnish a bond of a form
approved by the City and with sureties acceptable by the
City, such bond to be conditioned that the bid1er shall
perform the work in accordance with the terms of the con-
tract, and with the Plans, Speoifications and Ordinance,
and that he will commenoe and complete the work within the
time prescribed in the contract.
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Such bond shall also provide against any lirect or
ind.irect d.amages that may be suffere·:i or claimed on ac-
count of such construction d.uring the time thereof an un-
til the work is completed and accepted, and provide also
tha t the full amou.nt of said bond shall be oondi tioned al-
so upon the payment, by the Contacjor, of all suma of
~oney due for any labor, materials I apparatus, fixtures
or maohinery furnishe1 to the Contractor for the purpose
of this construotion. It is also understood that the full
amount of the bani shall inure to the benefit of any per-
son to whom money may be due for any labor, materia.l,
a.pparatus fixture s or machinery furnished, and sui t may




11. Whenever the term "Ci ty" is used in these
Specifications, it shall be understood to mean the City
of , party of the first pa~t to
this contract, acting in its official capacity thru
its legal and authorized representatives.
12. Whenever the term "Contractor" is used it is under-
stood to n,ean the person or persons v,'ho entered into this
contract as pprty or parties of the seoond part, his or
their neirs, administrators, executors, sucoessors or
assigns.
13_ Whenever the term "Engineer" is used it is under-
stood to mean the Engineer dully appointed by the City for
this project, or his authorized reIiresentative.
14. Whenever the term nplans" is used it is understood
to mean all drawings or reprodlilctiona of drawings per-
taining to the construotion involved.
15. Whenever the term "Specifications" is "CSed it is undex-
steod to mean the directions and re~uiI'ment8 contained hexe-
in, together with all special provisions and written aggree-
mente made , or to be ma.de, pertaining to the work in-
volved. It is understood that all things oontained. berein}J
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r
the ftNo'tice to Ccntrr2".ctoI'SI" Instjuctions to Bidders, 11
t'Proposal.," the nSpecifications~ "Plans" n "Contract,"
.and "ContrCl.ct Bond, It togetb.er wi th any special 'pro-
visions attached to or bound. wi th any of the above J also
any SUPI.:·lerr.ental agreements" nJade or to be made are here-
by ~ade pa~t of these Specifications and this Contract.
IS. Wheneve r the 'Nord "Ordinance tf is used, it shall be
unde rstcod to n.ean and refer to the Ordinance providing
for the improuement J passed by the 01ty Council of the
City of _ on tbe day of_._._.._._. _
A. D. . .._and. approved on the __-_.-_._.day c5m. _
A. D. .
17. Work to be done. The \v'ork to be done includes
bhe furniscing of all materials, machinery, tools, labor
and other means of construction, necessary to do all work
in connection with the construction herein described> in-
elUding any or all incidental work necessary to complete
the construction in accordance With the Plans and all
e
General and Detailed Specifmcations herein refer~ to, or
hereto attached" and til accordance 'wi th the requirements
of the Engineer under them.
18. Progre~a of the Work. The work' shall begin not later
than ten (10) days after the date of the Contract and shall
be diligently prosecuted at such rate and in such manner
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as, in the opinion of tbe Engineer, necessary to complete
the construction within the time specified, it being under-
stood that time is the essence of this Contract. The Con-
traotor shall notify tbe Engineer in writing at least
seven (7) days in advance of the tirr~ he expevts to begin
the Y/ork. The Contractors1:all be charged. for the salary
of the Engineer from the date he shall set for beginning
work until actual work is comn.:enoed. Should the Contractor
fail to begin work at the proper time, or to maintain the
necessary force and equipment, or if it becomes evident
to the Engineer that the work is not being prosecuted with
due diligence .. or will not be comlypleted wi thin tDne con-
tract tinle .. it is he reby understood that the 01 ty shall
have the right to call upon the bonding sureties to bring
the vrork to a satisfactory completion in accordance with
the terms of the Contraot, ox if agreeable to the bonding
sureties, the City shall have the right to telet the re-
maining portion of the work .. or employ such additional
labor and purchase such additional tools and materials
as may seem necessar~ to insure t?e complet~on of the work
Within the contract time. The total cost of the work eo
done, or materials. otoole and labor so furnished, shall
be deducted from any sums due the Contractor, or shall be
covered by the bond for fulfillment of the Contract.
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1~3. Ad,ii tJs?pa.l ~ork.,,,of~,Jt&d~,2_~J..Qns. It shall be tbe
privelege of the City, undel' this Contract, to make such
ad.d i tions, deductions" or al terations in the work or
(i ~a.n.tities of ","Jork involved J as may be necessary for the
proper completion of the viork, and the OontI'actor shall
a,gree to suer.!. conii tions of ad::-li tion, deduction or al ter-
at1b.on J as in no wise invalidating tbis Contract, and if
the Contractor she,ll perform such wcrk or make such
ohanges for the addi tive er subtractive consideration
obtained by by ~ia.j)plying the uni t prices, as etated in the
Proposal, to the quantities of the different itsus of
work involved by the change.
20. Extra ~ork, Should it be necessary in the opinion
of the Engineer to do w'ork not covered by the Plans and
Specifications J or for 'w:bich no uni t price had been agreed
UpOD 1 the Contractor shall agree to do such work for the
aotual cost of san;e -plus twenty per cent (20<%,). Actual
cost, it is understood, and agreed l includes all necessary
labor at the regular prices paid therefor l and the actual
cost of all materials, as shown by amthenticated bills.
No charge shall be made by the Contractor for organization
or overhead expense, nor shall any charge be made for
superintendence unless authorized in writing by the
Engineer.
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1To wor}.. $h-3..11 be uIl.der-
taler, C~ materials furnistei, by the Contractor, except
as sp3cifit':d in th~~ OcntrSLct, unless authorized in wri ting
by the Engineer and endorsed by the City.
22. 1:i£.~s and Grades. During the canst r'jction the Engi-
n?sr ~ill fur~i9h the Co~tractor with tbe necessary lines
grades 3.n:i rr,easuren,ents a:c,i if the Contractor, through
Y;i1fulness or carles snass removes, or causes to remove or
be remove~, such marks or stakes, ~efore the prosecution
of the wOl"'k reql.lires it" the replacing of the$arr:e shall
be done ~t the expense of the contractor.
lTo a.llowance will be allow's:i for work ione bt-,yond the
lines ani grades shown upon the Plans.
23. l!easurements and.. ~uanti ties .. All quantltes shall be
measure,i as indicated. in the proposal submi tted, an1 pay-
ment sha.ll be made according to the gross surr thereto
enumerated" or the gross sum as detennined by lteasurerentB.
24.. IntexEretatin of Plans0and Specifications. In the
event of any discxepancy between any drawing an,~i the figuxes
written thereon, the figures shall betaken as correct. In
case of a discrepancy between any drawing and the Speci-
fications, the Specifications shall govern. In case of
discrepancy among the several drawings, or in the Specifi-
cations themselves, such discrepancies will be interpreted
and adjusted by the Engineer, and his decision shall be
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fin~l. ~ny jC~b~9 as to the tri~ meaning and spirit of
these Specific~ticnsJ or any obsc~rity in the 00rking
thereof, sl~.3.11 be interpreted and expld.1:tned by the Engineer.
25. Du~~e..~__.9..:f_,.~.p.e Contractor _ The Contracto1' shall per-
sonally or thru an autborlzed representative" satisfactory
to tbe Engineer ani~~ha 01 ty" constantly supervise the work
from its teginning to its co·mpJ.etion an~i final acceptance,t
and no p~rt of the work shall be assigned or sub-let to
any other person without the written consent of the City_
26. Engine~r as. referee. It is nnderstood and agreed by
both parties to this Contract, that th:· Engineer shall act
as referee in all questions arising under the terms of this
Contract between the parties thereto, and that the deoision
of the Engineer in such cases Shall be binding upon both
alike.
27. Liabilities of the Contractor. The Contraotor shall
assume all risk and liability for aocident and damage that
may aoorue tp persons or property during the prosecution
of the work, by reason of negl~gence or oarelessness of
himself~ his agents or emplojees, and shall assu~e all di-
reot or indirect damages that may be olaimed on account
of the oonstruction 1uring the time thereof, and until tbe
work is completed and accepted. He shall further assume
all rasponsibilty for da.ma.ges tha.t may arise I directly
or indirectly, from fires or Winds, or any other causes
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until the work is finally aocepted.
28. Workmen Emplox~~ The Contractor shall I at all
tirnes# employ competent and capable workmen upon all parts
of the Y·ork; a.nd. any '.W,lol'kma.n or foreman employed by the
Contra.ctor, who> in the opinion of the Engineer" shall not
:psrform his vvork in a proper and skillful manner" or
vvho shall be disrespectfull" disorderly or otherwise
objectionable J shall, at the wri tten request of the
Engineer .. be discr:al"ged at once and not l'e-employed on
any portion of th~ work without the consent of the Engineer.
29. Eq u1.P!p~E~_~nd_.f.Q.r9.?Empl0..Ied. The Contractor sha.ll
err~loy upitn the '.,ark, a. suffioient plant and equipment to
m8et the requirements of the work and to insure completion
within the contract ti~e.
The Con.tractor shall" a.t all times I employ such force
as willI in the opinion of the Engineer, be necessary to
complete the work within the contract time.
30. Pate.Bied Devic~s. The Contracto r shall indemnify,
keep) and eave harm.less the City from all liabilties~
jUdgments or coats and expenses l which may in any wise
come against the City on account of the infringement
of any patent oovering the use of any new design, materia.l,
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machinery, device or a:r:paratus used by the Contractor in
the t:erforms,nce of this Contract.
31. Perrr~itE.?.-_.£tPd Lice"p_f.!~~...:.. The contractor shall be re-




32. Sa~i taJ·Y Pro.Yl~Jgp.~~" The Contractor shall provide
and maintain in a sanitaa; eondition l sueD accomodat1on
for the use of his employees as may be necessary to comply
wi th the requirernents of tbe State and local Boards of
Health. Public nuisance will not be permitted.
33. Defectm!,§_ ~"ork or !faterial. All insufficient J de-
fecti ve 0 r damaged work or rnate rial, when pointed out at
any time shall. be remedied immediately and made good, or
removed and replaced, to conform with the Plans and
Specifications, and any omission by the Engineer to dis-
approve or reject any such defective work or materials
during construction shall !~t be deemed an acceptance of
such vlork or materia.ls, nor shall such omission on the
part of the Engineer be construed as in any way releasing
the Contractor from reme4ying J replacing or making good
any defective work or material, so as to conform to the
plans or Specifications. ~~y work done or materials used~
Without suitable supervision or inspection by the Engineer
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or his authorized re~reaentative may be ordered removed
and replaced at the Contractor's expense.
34. Penalty for Failure to Remove Defective Work. Should
the Contra.ctor fail to remove and renew any defective work
within in the time speoified in writing by the Engineer,
such work may be removed and renewed at the Contractor's
expense. Any expense incurred by the City in making such
repairs I removals or renew'ala shall be paid out of the
money due or which may become due the Contractor, or may
be charged against the bond deposited
It is underst ood. and agreed
that if the Contractor shall -fail to complete the work by
the date named in the Proposal, the City may withhold from him
such SUJnS as may be due the Contractor under the terms of
this Contract and amount equal to ten (10) dollars, for
every ~ay beyond the time so agreedn necessary for the
completion of such work l as damages for failure to com-
plete the work Within the time herein agreed.
It 1s further understood and agreed that the City
may" in any event. permanently withhold from the Contractor
the amount of engineering cost inourred after date of
completion fixed in the Contract.
36. Extension oJ_~J~~ Should the progress of the work
be delayed by the C1 ty for any cause beyond the reasonable
control of the Contractor" an extension of time shall be
granted to the Contractor" to the extent of such delay,
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provided the Contra,ctol' shall, in '\1Iri ting, demand such
extension.. and the right of the Contractor to have or
not to have such extension, as decided by the Engineer ..
shall be final and conclusive. Any such extension of
time granted to the Contractor shall not, in any manner
affect the contract entered into, noirel~ve the Con-
tractor ~rom complianoe with all provisions of the Oon-
tract, other than as to~the time of com~let'on.. and that
time shall be affected only to the extent of the ex-
tension of time allowed.
37. Annulrnet:lji_..9±__ Contract. For failure or neglect of
the Contractor to begin the work within the time agreed
upon after the date of the Contract, or for any failure
or neglect to prosecute the work diligently, in such
manner as will bei in the opinion of the Engmneer ..
necessary for the completion within the time speoified,
or for failure or negleot of the Contractor to keep and
perfor~m any of the agreements in this Contract specified)
to be kept and peformed by him) the City may, at its
option, declare this Contract forfeited, and end and
terminate all rights of the Contractor under it.
It ils underst ood and agreed that after the Contract
has been so deolared forfeited by the City) the City may
rproceed to complete the work.; and it is ft;.ther understood
tha~ any exoess cost for such completion of the work) over
the original contraot price J shall be charged to and paid
for by the Contractor or his sureties.
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38. Paymer..ts It is understood by the Contractor that
the compensat~on provided for in the Contract is aooepted-
as full payment for the furnishing of materials, laboT,
tools and equipment, and for the performing of the work
contemplated and embraced under the Contract; also for
all loss or damages arising out of' the nature of the 'Work"
or from the action of the element~ or from unforeseen
difficulties or obstructions which may arise or be en-
countered during the prosecution of the work; also for any
exrense incurred by or in consequence of the suspension
OI' discontlhnuance of the w'ork, as herein specified; or
for any infringement of patent, trademark or oopyright.
The payment of any partial or final estimate shall in no
way constitute an acknowledgment of the acoeptance of the
work, and suoh payments shall not prevent the City from
investigating and correcting any errors in payment, or from
causing any defective work or material to be removed,
replaced or renewed.
39. Monthly Estimate. During construction the Ebgineer
Will, at the end of each month~ measure or estimate the
Q
amount of work done and materials furnished by the Contr,.ot-
or during the month preceding, and certify to the City
the sum due the Contractor for labor and materials so
furnished. The 01ty will then pay the Contractor eighty-
five per oent (85%) of the estimated value of the work
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done during the preceeding month, the remaining fifteen
per cent (15~' be retained as a guarantee against poor
workmanship and materials.
40. _riB~~--!cceptance. Upon the completion of the work,
the Contractor shall notify the Engineer, in writing, and
the Engineer shall inspect the vlork J and if completed as
provided in the Plans and Specifications, shall so
notify the City, and upon acceptance by the City of such
work, the work shall be deemed completed and final pay-
ment made.
41. Final Pay~ent. When final acceptance of the work
shall have been made, then all money due the Contraotor
under this Contract shall be paid, excepting however, that
no fina~ payment will be made on a.coount of this construc-
tion until it 1s shown by the Contractor that all sums of
money due fol' any labor" mate riaf8 a.pparatus, fi.tures or
machinery purchased fox the purpose of this work shall
have been paid for" or that the person 01' persons to
whom the same may be respeotively due, have consented to
the final payment to such Contractor.
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MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.
42. Concrete. Unless otherwise specifiedJ concrete shall
be composed of one (1) volume of cement J two (2) volumes
of sand or fine aggregate J and four (4) volumes of gravel
ox crusbed stone or coarse aggregate.
If deemed advisable by the Engineer, the mixtures
may be modified by changing the relative volumes of the
various ingredients in order to produce a ooncrete in
which the cement shall more than fill the voids in the
sand J and the cement and sand shall more than fill the
voids in the coarse aggregate.
43. Portland CemepJ.• All cement used in this construo-
tion shall be of a standard brand of Portland Cement,
which has been in practical ~ekin public works and has
given satisfactory service therein.
The Contractor, before furnishing the eement, shall
notify the Engineer, in writing, as to the brand ox
brands to be used and before ordering shall receive the
wri tten approval of the Engineer as to the Brand selected.
It is understood that such a.pproval merely covers the
selection of the brand, and that the cement itself may
be reiected if it fails to meet the most reoent standard
...
specifications of the American Sooiety for Testing
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¥aterials, which speoifications are hereby made part of
these Speoifications by reference.
The Contractor shall provide sui table means for
storing the cement against dampness. No cement which has
become caked shall be used, but Shall be removed from
the work.
All oement shall be delivered upon the work in the
original packages With the name of the manufacturer
marked thereon.
44. Sand. Sand or fine aggregate for concrete shall
consist of clean, hard, durable uncoated partio1es of
4and, preferably of a siliceous nature, free from olay
or organic matter.
It shall not contain appreoiable quantities of
shale, lignite, slate or other soft grains.
It shall not contain more then three per cent (3%)
by weight of clay and organic matter combined, or more
than one per cent (1%) by weight of organic matter.
It shall be well graded from fine to coarse particles
and not more than ten per oent (lO~) shall pass thru~ a
100 mesb}seive, and not more than five per oent (5%' shall
be retained on a t" mesh soreen.
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45. C9arse Aggregate. Coarse aggregate shall be crushed
stone or gravel. It shall contain clean, hard, tough, dur-
able rook. It shall contain no shale~ elate, ooal or
other materials which easily disintegrate. It shall be
(J
free from vegetable and other dleterious matter, and shall
"
contain no soft, thin or elongated pieces.
It shall be well graded between the limits of ts and It"
46. Water. Water used in mixing concrete shall be clean)
free from oil and organic matter, and shall allOW a neutra.l
reaction when tested.
47. Mixing Concrete~ Concrete shall be mixed in a batch
mixer of a type approved by the Engineer, and which Shall
insure a unifo~ distribution of the materials thru the
mass, until the mixture is uniform in color ant smooth in
appearanoe. All of the materials, including water, shall
be mixed for a length of time sufficient to produce a well
e
mixed and homogebeous conq,~e.
No material for a batch of concrete shall be plaoed
in the drum of the mixer until all the previous ba.toh shall
have been disoharged. Retemperlng of rnortar or ooncrete
which has partialy hardened, that is, mixing the conorete
withaddltional materials or water, shall be prohibited.
Hand mixing shall not be resorted to except upon
consent of the EnglReer. When necessary to mix by hand,
a watertight platform shall be used, the ingredients
carefully measu:red and turned together until the entire
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mass is uniform in color and appearanoe.
48. Consistency of Concrete. In mixing concrete~ there
shall be used such a quantity of water that the resultant
masS is moderately wet and of a consistency to flow
readily into the forms and around the reinforcement, and
the water flush to the surface with light spading or trow-
elling.tn excess of water, causing more than a slight
accumulation above the concrte, or sufficient water to
cause a separation of fine and coarse aggregates in
transportation from the mixer to the forms, will not be
permi ttedT
4S. Placing Concrete, Conorete shall be placed in the
D
structure Im~ediately after mixing, and shall be tho~ly
settled by spading, tamping or other means, to bring the
morte-.r into thoro oontact vri th forms and reinforcement.
Concrete plaoed in walls shall be placed in contin-
ual horizontal layers l so far as may be practicable. If
at any time the work is interrupted so that the conorete
already deposited bas attained its initial set, the surfaoe
of such concrete shall be removed so as to expose the
coarse aggregate, the 108se material removed and the sur-
eface thoroly w~ted and flushed with a thin oement grout
before concreting is resumed.
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If the work is interrupted so that any layer of con-
crete is deposited more than twenty-four (24) hours be-
fore the next can be laid, and there are not sufficient
rein.forcing rods properly to bond the two surfaces, or
it is necessary to produce a watertight joint, a timber
of not less than 4" wide shall be laid the entire lenghh
t9
of the course and bedded at least 2" in tbe concr~e and
allowed to rerrain until the concrete has set. When con-
crating is resumed the timber shall be removed and the
surface of the con.crete cleaned and flushed as above
indicated.
Concrete placed in floors of tanks and subject to
water pressure shall be placed for the full thickness
and the entire floor plaoed in one operation.
50. Protection of Concrete while Curing. All concrete
shall be protedted from the direct rays of the sun by
means of canvas, stravl ~ or other means appxmved by the
Engineer.
51. Co~or~jJ~n Freezing ~eather. No concrete shall
be placed when the temparature is such that there is
danger of freezing, except upon the express written
consent of the Engineer, and then only in the manner
approved by him.
52. Forms. The Contractor shall provide materials which
Shall be satisfactory to the Engineer, and the labor
necessary for the erection of all forms for concrete
masonry.
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Forms shall be so constructed as to be held rigidly
in place~ line and elevation. If, at any point, after the
concrete has been plaoed, the forms show signs of bulging
or saggingl that portion of the concrete shall be immediate-
ly removed on notice by the Engineex# and the forms re-
built and properly supported.
Forms shall remain in place until l in the opinion of
the Engineer l it is Safe to remove them.
53. Finish of Concrete. Immediately upon removal of the
forms, all voidS and crevioes shall be neatly filled with
a stiff 1 to 2 oement mortar, and if in the opinion of
the Engineer the walls do not present a satisfactory
appeara.nce in harmony with the use to which they are to
be subjeoted, the wal18 shall be brought to a smooth"
neat s~rface by floating, or s~all be given a brush coat
of neat oement wash. Unlees otherwise noted l on all walls
and surfaces not exposed to view; no fin.lhing will be
required beyond a filling of aJLl voids and crevices as
above stipulated.
54. Reintorcing Steel. Unless otherwise specified, all
steel for reinforcing ooncrete shall be mil~~l. or medium
steel with an elastic limit of not less than 32,000
pounds per stuare inch. Steel bars shall stand bending
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cold within a radius equal to twice their diameter thru
180 0 without fracture.
All steel reinforcing bars shall have a sectional
area equivalent to the area designated on the Plans.
Bars of':~:'different shape 8 than those called for by the
Plans may be used, provldiaing that an equivalent area of
steel is used, and on condition that such substitution be
plainly shown on a set of plans submit*ed to the Engineer
for a,pproval, before the steel is ordered.
The surface of all reinforcing bare shall be of
corrugated, deformed or tWisted type.
All bars shall be furnished to full lengths indieated
on the Plans.
All bars~ unless otherwise specified shall be of new
stock, and shall be free from excessive rust or scale when
placed in the work.
Steel reinforcing tars shall be .placed in the conorete
in the exact positions designated on the Plans, and in a
manner approved by the Engineer. They shall be securely
Wired and otherwise fastened in plaoe before the concrete
is plaoed.
Adjoining bars at splices shall overlap at least 40
diameters, and shall be seourely fastened together by wir-
ing or clamps, and splices and laps shall be separated
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and staggered as widely as is practicable.
Rerolled material or high carbon steel shall not be
used except wi th the pexmission of the Engineer" and then
only provided all stipulations of the Engineer as to
bending the rods shall have been followed.
55. Vitrified Tile. All pipe and specia16used in this
construction sh~ll be of 8~andard length and pattern,
first quality, vitrified pipe" salt glazed, well burned
thruout its thickness, impervious to moisture, with smooth
and well glazed inner and outer surfaces" free from
cracks, flaws, blisters, fire checks and other im~er­
fections. They shall be oiroular in bore, of the speoified
diameter and of uniform standard thiokness. All pipe shall
be of standard hub and spigot pattern with true and cir-
cular sookets concentrio with the bore of the pipe.
All pipe and fittings shall be SUbject to iaapeotion
and approval or rejection by the Engineer, and any faulty




66. Quality. All,sewer pipe shall be of standard
quality~ full size, str~ctly first grade vitrified tile.
Each pipe shall be straight and true, tthorly and perfectly
burned, we~l glazed, of homogeneous texture, and with
smooth, hard, even surfaces.
Branches, wyeB~ bends or specials, where indicated
on the Plans, or required, shall be of a quality equal
to that of straight pipe, and shall be of standard
dimensions.
57. Dim~nsions, The diameter of the pipe shall be as
in1icated on the Plans.
Straight pipe shall be at least at feet long, short
or cut lengths being used only in making olosures.
58. Joints. All joints shall be made properly by seating
the end of each pipe in the bell end of the next adjoin-
ing pipe, and adjusting so as to provide a uniform spaoe
around the joint. The joint thus provided shall then be
aaulked. with a. hard, twisted jute gasket, thoroly rammed
to the bottom of the socket, and the remaining space filled
with a cement mortar oomposed of one (1) part of Port-
land cement and three (3) parts of sand, of a quality
specified in Articles 43 and 44. Mortar for this purpose
shall be mixei to a consistency suitable for the work,
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ani shall "be used before the oement has attained its
initial set.
59. Laying. All pipe shall be laid true to line and
grade as shown on the Plans~ or established by the
Engineer. The inside of the pipe shall be kept clean and
clear of all dirt, debris, cerrent, or lbther superfluous
materials, as the work prooeeds, by such means as will
best accomplish the purpose. Proper means for the pro-
tection of pipe laid shall be resorted to when construc-
tion is temporarily stopped.
60. Defective ~laterial. No piece of pipe known to be
defective shall be laid, and any piece which is damaged
in handl-;ng or laying shall be removed and replaced with
good pipe, by the Contractor, at his expense.
61. Treneh Excavation. Trenohes for pipe, either cast
iron or vi trified pipe shall be opened to the lines" depths
and grades established by the Engineer, and of sufficient
width to give convenient access to the pipe for laying a.nd
making of joints.
Sufficiant shoring .. sheeting and timbering must be
employed to support the sides of the trenoh in a satis-
factory manner.
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Any water which may Becur or accumulate in the
trench shall be removed.
C~re shall be taken to excavate under the bells of
pipe lines sufficiently to afford a solid bearing for the
pipe thruout its entire length.
In refilling trenches, the earth removed in excavation
shall, so far as possible and suitable, be used. The refill
placed under, around ani over the pipe to a depth of 12"
o
shall be carefully placed, and ahall be tho~ly compacted
and tamped with proper tools for the purpose.
So far as practicable~ the same class of surfaoe
existing in streets before excavation shall be replaced,
and in all cases the refilling shall be done int workman-
like manner, approved by the Engineer.
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CAST IRON PIPE A}TD FITTINGS.
BELL AND SPIGOT PIPE
62. Materials. Cast iron pipe employed shall be de
Lavaui oentrifugally cast iron pipe l of a strength
sufficient to withstand an internal pressure of 250 lb••
per square inch. Fittings shall also be construoted to
stand this pressure.
In the matter of the standard weights l dimensions
and thioknesses of pipe and speoials, and the al'owable
variations therefrom l of the quality of the iron and the
method of oasting of the pipe, of the oleaning of pipe
and specials and the coating with ooal-tar pitch varnish,
and of the hydrostatic test of pipe, the Standard Speoi-
fications for Cast Iron Water Pipe of this partioular
class of the American Waterworks Association shall
govern.
63. Lead and Jute. The best quali ty of lead and jute
shaall be used in making all joints.
64. Exoavation a.nd Baokfilling. All trenches shall be
dug to the line and grade in<!icated on the Plans or as
establisl-ed by the Engineer .. a.nd of such widths as to
accomodate convententlj the laying of the pipe in a.
proper manner. They shall be of such de~th that there
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shall be at least two feet between the top of the pipe
and the surface of the ground. Where the surfaoe of the
ground is above the usual grade J and in paseing under
existing sewers and other obstaoles, a distanoe greater
or leas than two feet may be required for short distances.
In croasing streams the top of the pipe shall be at
least eighteen inches below the bed of the stream, and
the rise on either side to the usual grade shall be made
by a gradual slope.
All excavated material shall be eo plaoed as to be
of as little inconvenience to public travel as possible.
All sidewalks oulverts, bridges, roads, etc. must be
proteceted and restored to their original oondition.
Short tunnels will be permi tted.
The Contractor shall furnish, put in place and main-
ta.in such sheeting and bracing as may be required to
support the sides of the excavation and to prevent any
movement which might delay the work or injure the work
or adjaoent property. He shall do all the neoessary
Pumping to keep the trenohes olear of water during the
progress of the work.
The bottom of the trenoh shall have a uniform
grade eo that the entire length of pipe may be laid
upon the bottom of the trench. Exoavations ahall be made
under all bells and flanges. Blooking up of pipe will
in general not be permitted.
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All backfilling snaIl be done as soon as passible
after the pipe is laid. Walks and roads shall be back-
filled first. As baokfilling progresses it shall be left
with a smooth, rounding surface so as to be of as little
obstruotion to traffic as possible.
All surplus excavated material shall be the property
of the City and shall be disposed of as direoted.
65. Pine Laying and Jointing. The pipe shall be un-
loaded and delivered on the streets by the Contractor and
he shall protect the same from injury. They shall be
placed, as much as possible, out of the way of publio
travel. Care shall be taken to keep pipe oIean l and be-
fore layiug and jointing each length of pipe shall be
inspeoted and if necessary shall be thoroly cleaned.
The coating of the pipe must be proteoted from injury,
and if neces sary shall be repainted with a good &Sphal t
paint before laying.
Each pipe shall be laid ona firm bed and as
straight as possible. The ends of the pipe shall a.butt
upon eaoh other. SpiiRts shall be pla.ced ooncantrioally
in the bells so as to give a uniform thickness of joint.
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Joints shall be made by first calking in the jute
for a depth of two inches and then pouring in enough
lead so that it will stand flush with the end of the
pipe after thoro calking. The jute shall be in len~th
sufficient to reach around the joint and lap several
inches, and the joints in successive layers shall be
staggered. The jute must be calked tightly with the
proper iron~ care bein~ taken not to drive it thru the
joint nor to drive the iron thru the jute. When calked
the jute rnust"~be evene so as to ad.mlta uniform depth
of lead ..
Lead shall then be poured in the joint and stand
undisturbed until cool. The lead must be at the right
temperature and each joint must be poured from a fUll
ladle at one operation. After cooling) the joint shall
be evenly and thorly oalked with the proper irons and left
flush with the end. of the bell. The joint shall be repoured,
if necessary, to,leave a flush joint. Speoial oare shall
be taken With the under side of joints.
All yarning and oalking of joints shall be done
only by 8XJ)erienced men ..
66. Valves and Valve Boxes. All valves shall be double
gate valves, having an iron body With bronze mountings
and hub ends. Valves shall be made to open by turning
to the left. The waterway shall be at least equal to the
diameter of the pipe on whioh the valves are to be plaeed.
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They shall be tested and stand an internal water pressure
of 300 Ibs. per square inch. The valves to be furnished shall
be approved by the Engineer.
Cast iron valve bOX89 shall be furnished for all
valves. They shall be adjustable, preferably with screw
extensions and shall have not less than a ~-k" shaft.
67. Testing Pipe Line. The pipe shall be tested by tank
pressure by filling with water to the pressure specified
by the Engineer. Any defeotive pipe1valves or hydrants
or leaking joints must be immediately repaired. The teet
shall be cont inued until the line shall have remained un-
der pressure for at least twenty-four hours and the line
is tight. If impossible to do so with the city water sys-
tem, a direot pressure of not more than eighty pounds
per square inch shall be used instead of the ordinary
working pressure.
The expense of all tests and repairs sha.ll be paid
by the Contraotor, except if additional pumping equip-
ment and labor is necessarj to maintain the pressure of
eighty pounds per square inoh noted above, the City shall
pay such additional cost.
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68. QUality. Flanged pipe and fittings shall be of a
material and quality equal to that speoified for Hub and
Spigot pipe, and shall conform to all the requirements
of the Standard Specifications of the Amerioan Water-
works Association~ insofar as these Speoifications may
apply to this class of pipe.
All pipe and fittings s»all be of the weight and
class indicated on the Plans.
Flanges shall be cast solid with the pipe, unless
otherwise speoified by the Engineer" and shall be faced
accurately at right angles to the axis of the pipe. Flang-
es shall conform strictly in dimensions and drilling to
the American Standard.
69. Joints. All joints shall be made up with the best
quality sheet rubber gaskets.
Joints shall be pulled tight bymeans of best quality
mild steel bolta and oap screws. Bolts or oap screws
shall of the proper size for the pipe employed" shall
have hexagona.l hea.ds and nuts, and threads sound and well
out.
70. Placing. Flanged pipe shall be plaoed as indi-
cated on the Plans.
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71. Test of Pipe Line. All flanged pipe lines, when
completed" shall be tested by the Contractor in the ma:nner
indicated. by the Engineer. All necessary labor and
apparatus shall be furnished by the Contractor, who
shall replaoe ancl repair" at his own cost, any defective
pipe, casting, fittings or joints.
VALVES.
72. Quality. Gate valves shall be of a make approved
by the Engineer, and shall be designed for the pressure
indicated on the Plans.
They shall be of the double seated type, with non-
rising stems J and w&th a oircular wa.te rway of the full
diameter indioated.
They shall have an i ron body J and all the wearing
surfaces shall be bronze mounted or faced. They shall be
of simple construction and all moving parts and surfaces
in contact shall be accurately fitted to insure easy
operation and. perfect seating of the valves.
They shall be aonstruoted so as to seat tight
against a working pressure of 125 pound.s on ai ther side.
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73. Placing. Gate valves shall be placed as indicated
on the Plans, and shall be of a type suitable for for
connection to the pipe in which they are employed.
SLUICE GATES AND PLUG VALVES.
74. Quality. Sluice gates shall be either of the
circular or rectangular type~ with clear openings of the
size indicated on the Plans.
They shall have non-rising bronze stems.
Tr;ey shall be so designed as to safely carry tbe
mazimum pressure to which they will be subjeoted in
operation without bursting or springing.
They shall be of the iron body type, with flanges,
frame and ~tes constructed of sound cast iron. Gates
and frames sh:tll be provided.with non-corrosive bronze
facings, securely fastened to the iron oastings. The
surfaoe of flanges shall be machined and hand scraped to
insure a water-tight bearing against pressuxe from either
side of the valve. The construotion of the flanges and
gate shall be such that the gate shall remain in its
proper position thruQut the limit of its travel.
oCast iron surfaces shall be thorly cleaned and,.
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paint\3d Y\1'ith two coats of asphaltum varnish .. or other
coating approved by the Engineer. Bronze tool finshed
work shall be left bright.
75 • Placing. Sluice gatee shall be placed as indicated
on the Plnas, and. securely fas tened in a manner approved.
by the Engineer.
76. elug Valves. Pl~ valves shall be of cast iron ..
bronze mounted and faced, with a clear opening of the
size indicated on the Plans.
They shall have non-rising bronze stems.
All cast iron surfaoes shall receive two coate of
asphaltum varnish, or other acceptable ooating.
77. Placing. Plug valves shall be placed as indicated
on the Plans, and in a manner approved by tbe Engineer.
PIDjPS AND PRIME MOVERS.
78. All pumps to be furnished shall ~e centrifugal
pumps.
The casings of all pumps shall be horizontally
divided along the center line of the shaft, With suction
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ani discharge nozzles mn tha lower half of the casting>
permitting inspection ani removal of the internal parts
of the pump without disturbing main pipe connections. The
casings are to be of close-grained cast i~on of a sufficient
thickness to withstand all strains inoident to the service.
The bearings are to be of the ring oiled type, so
designed tha.t '~ate r cannot leak forom the stuffing boxes
into the bearings or oil reservoirs. The bearings shall
be proviied with a sufficient number of oil ringe to
efficiently lubricate them. The oil reservoirs shall
hold an ample supply of oil and shall be provided with
proper drains and oil sight gauges.
The impellers for all pumps shall be of bronze,
carefully and accurately finished by hand.
The impellers for the low-lift pumps shall be of the
double suction, open impeller type.
The impellers of tbe motarc driven high lift pump
and the engine driven high 11ft pump shall be of the
enclosed single suction type.
The impellers for the wash pump shall be of the
enclosed iouble suction type.
The pumps shall be provided with bronze wearing
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rings, caxefully and accurately finished to prevent
leakage from discharge chamber into suction chamber.
The stuffing boxes shall be large and deep, capable
of taking from 5 to 6 rolls of packing, and shall be
provid.ed wi th a bronze lantern water sealed ring. The
bronze ring is to be plaoed in the bottom of the
stuffing boxes to prevent packing from stioking to
the stuffing boxes. The stuffing box glands a~e to be
adjusted by bronze swing gland bolts.
The shafts shall be of high carbon forged steel,
amply large in diameter far all strains incident to the
service. There shall be provided on shafts a bronze sleeve
which shall extend thru the stuffing boxes where the water
touches the shaft. The shafts shall be accurate~ ground
to guage.
There shall be furnished for conneoting the pumps
andprime movers, flexible couplings of the pin and rubber
bushing type, so designed as to take care of care of any
slight disalignment between pump and prime mover.
All pumps shall be mounted on substantial cast iron
bedplatea of the box type, and the pump and motor shall
be doweled and bolted to the bedplate and accurately
a.ligned.
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79. Prime Movers. All motors shall be of the squirrel
cage induction type, capable of carrying full load with
a temperature rise not to exceed 40°C. The motors shall
be capable of carrying a 25~ overload for two hous with
a maximum rise of 55°C. The motors shall be the Fair-
banks Morse Company's type H and provided with ball
cearings.
Tho low lift pump motors shall be not less than 20
H. P. and shall operate at a speed not to exceed 1800
R. P. M.
The high lift pump motors shall be not less than 50
H. P., and shall operate at a speed not to exceed 1800
R. P. M.
The iN ash pump motor shall be not less than 25 H. P."
and shall operate at a speed no} i;o<~exb8~Ml 1200 R. P.M.
All motors shall be provmded with manually operated
hand starting compensator J having overload and under-
voltage protection devices.
There shall be furnished with the two low lift pump
motors" two push button stations to be installed in the
filter building, and inserted in undervoltage release
circuit of the low lift motor starters" to permit stopping
of low lift pumps from the filter building.
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The engiae driven high lift pump shall be directly
connected to ~ automobile type gasoline engine of not
Ie sa than 65 H. P • ., at 1400 R.. P. M. The engine shall
be equipped wi th all igni tion device8~ carburetpr"
governor., cooling system, electrio starter, magneto,
15 gallon gasoline tank, force feed oiling system and
other accessories required. The engine shall be complete
and ready for operation. The engine shall be an EW~,
Hercules, Buda, or equal.
EXCAVATIONS.
80. Earth Exoavation. Excavation shall include the
removal and satisfactory disposal of all materials taken
from within the limits of the work oontracted for ~ neoessary
for the preparation and construction o~ the various
structures. It shall also inolude all neoessary olearing
and gruhcing, and the necessary construction and compact-
ing of all slopes and embankments, and bao kfilling to
the required grade a.nd lines shown upon the Plans.
Investigations on the site of the work indicate
that the materials to be excavated will be loam, ulay and
sand to a depth of about twelve feet below the surface of
the ground. It is expected, however, that the Contractor·
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will satisfy himself as to the probability of a quick-
sand or bo'iiea of '~flater lii tr,in the limits of the excavation.
Excavation shall consist of the excavation of all
material wi thin the limits of the limes and grades
given by the Engineer, and shall also be all excavation
and grading required for completing the structure, as
indicated on the Plans.
It shall include the clearing of the site of the
work and disposal of all brush, trees, lo~, stumps
and other perishable materials, and the removal and
satisfactory disopaal of structures and fenoes" 8.S
directed by the Engineer.
It shall include the plaoing and removal of all
sheeting" shoringand bracing neoessary for the proper
completion of the work.
Itahall include the draining and pumping and
satisfactory disopsal of any or all water Which may
occur in conneotion with the construction.
It shall include the proper backfilling and
grading of the aite of the woxk~ ina manner satis-
factory to the Engineer.
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Whenever necessary or desirable, all trenches, pits
and other excavattons shall be properly sheeted and
braced, in the manner directed by the Engineer. All
bracing ani sheeting shall be substantially constructed
and so place1 that it shall protedt the completed work
until the general cons truction of such work has pro-
oe ed.ed far enough, 0 r sufficient time shall have elapsed
to provide sufficient strength to the completed work,
Any structure, or portion of a structure, which may be
injured by reason of settlement of earth, slides, water,
or earth pressure, due to the lack or failure of proper
shoring and bracing, shall be removed and replaced at
the expense of the Contractor.
The Cmntractox, under this item, shall provide and
maintain at all times during construction" adequate means
and devices for the removal of all wa.ter occurring wi thin
the excavation. No masonry shall be laid in water) nor
shall the water be allowed to rise euffnciently to cover
work in pI ace ~ until any mortar or concrete part of such
work shall have eet for at least twenty-four-hours.
Material excavated shall be disposed of byt~ack­
filling, and by providing the grades and slopes shown on
the Plans, or ordered ~ the Engineer.
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All excavated materia.l shall be temporarily deposited
on the site of the work, but in such a place and manner
as not to interfere with the proper construction of
other work.
Mate rial not disposed of by use in backfills' 8,nd
embankments ahall be disposed of by tte Contractor at
his expense.
Upon completion of the work, or part thereof, all
1umbe r, 6 ho ring brace sand rub1:ish shall be removed from
around walls and other structures, as directed by the
Engineer. All trencehs, pits and excavations shall then
be backfilled to the original surface of the ground, or
to the grade indicated.
Backfill shall be thoroly wet down with water while
being placed, and shall be done in a manner to prevent
after-settlement.
Backfills shall not be placed until such a time
as directed by the Engineer.
Excs.vation for structures will be measured between
vertical planes passing thru the outside of the structure
and from the surface of the ground to the neat lines
of the bottom of the structuxe, as shown on the Plans,
or to such greater depth as the Engineer may direct.
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81. Hock_.~x~jJ:._op....... Rock excavation will include the
rerf:oval and satisf::lctol'Y d.isTOS<il of all material taken
from 'the limi ts of the excavations indication, and the
pre~,aration of the exeavatien to reoeive the structure
to be built in or upon it.
Foundations on rock shall be carried to a firm~
solid stratum" an~I all loose I broken or didintegrated
materials removed.
Trenches in rock shall be constructed true to line
and grade, and where oonstructed to receive pipe shall
be backfilled witb earth to provide a uniform bearing
for the pipe ..
Payment for rock exoavation shall be made as stipu-
lated in Article 20 of these Speoifications.
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DETAI~ED SPECIFICATIONS.
INT~~KE TQ:)ifER AJ)!D l:O~; ilFT PUln'p HOljSE.
8:2: • The \":0 rk to be d.one 1.ill.de r this heading includes the
constru.ction on the s1 te indicated of an inta:k:e well and
pump house, wi th connecting pipe, all as indica.ted on
the Plans.
Concrete masonry Shall be as specified in Article
42 of these Specificationsl
Pipe connecting intake well and pump house shall
be Class "A" 8" pipe as specified in Article 62 with
belland spigot ends, laid partly in earth and partly in
rock excavation trenches.
The low lift pump house shall be construoted of
<a
concrte masonry, having two floors and being covered
1\
by a brick structure, as shown.
This superstructure shall be constructed of vitri-
fied shell brick, know as No.2 Paver, or of a hard
common red brick, laid in Portland Cement mortar, and the
walla covered by a standard 9 ft vitrified coping tile.
Sash shall be of st8bl, 'Wi th ventilator sash, and
glazed ~ni th double strength clear glass.
The door shall be of the size indica-ted. It shall be
solid, No.1 quality, 1-3/4" in thickness, hung in a
wood frame and provided with a suitable lock.
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fied
Door fra.rt:e and sash Ahall receive two coats of white
le ad and oil of a color approved by the Engineer.
The roof shall be constructed as shown on the Plans,
and covered ,-vi tb first quali ty five-ply composi tion
roofing, properly flashed.
Pipe rail as indicated on the Plans, constructed of
l~" iron pipe shall be constructed. After construction,
all pipe rail and ladders shall be given two coats of a.
suitable proteotive coating.
In the pump house there shall be installed two
..,
centrifugal pumps each capable of delivering 50QG. P. J!.
against a head of 100 feet including suction lift. Each
pump shall be dri~en 1800 R. P. M. by a 220 volt, 3
phase J 60 cycle electric motor l as elswhere specified,
eqUipped for manual control, and also equippea with a stop
push button to enable operator to ahut off motors from
filter build.ing.
Connections of intake and discharge piping in the
pump house shall be substantially as shown on the Plans.
Eleotric power and light wiring shan be as speci-
in Artiole 96 of these Specifications.
For delivering water to filters there shall be con-
structed a pipe line of cast iron pipe, bell and spigot
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joints to t he mixing basin of the fil tar" terminating in
a float-controlled outlet valve of suffioient size, and
of a make ay.:proved by the Engineer.
FILTER. SUBSTPUCTURE AND SUPERSTUCTURE
83. The work to be done shall consiat of the erection,
complete in plaoe, of all concrete masonry necessary for
the construction of the Clear Well, Sedimentation Basin,
Mixing Basin, Filters, O,erating Floor and Stairs, as the
same are shown on the Plans, including the construction
of 8.11 forms, the mixing, placing and fin.shlhgn~f all
concrete, the plaoing of all reinforcing steel, the test-
ing of the struoture for water tightness, and repaUrB
and alterations, if any.
The work shall also inclUde the furnishing and Pac-
ing, in a manner approved by the Engineer .. of the vitri-
fied tile and elbows and overflow, shown on the Plans,
and the furnishing complete in place, with extension
stems, stem ;uides, brackets and handwheels~ the plug
drain valves as indicated. The valves to be furnished
shall consist of plug drain valves, of a make appxoved
by the Engineer j having openings of the full size speci-
fied, and being substantially constructed, so as to
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afford a watertight seat. Extension stems .. guides and
handwheels shall be of a standard make and quality, and
approved by the Engineer.
The work shall also include the furn*.hing and erec-
tion of the mixing basin wood baffles indicated on the
Plans. These baffles shall be spaced as shown, and shall
occupy the position l extend for the full width of the
mixing bas in and for t he length shown on the Plans.
They shall be constructed of material In in thick-
ness, to be of cypress or some material equally as re-
sistant to alternate wetting and drying and immersion
in water.
These baffles shall be held in place by channels of
20 guage sheet metal placed wi thin th.e concrete' wa.ll at
the tinle of placing the concrete. These channels shall be
placed so as to properly space the baffles, and shall be
It" deep.
Care shall be taken in placing the baffles and guides,
that the clean cut openings are staggered as shown.
Baffles will be so constructed as to be readily re-
movable.
This work shall also include the construction of cy-
press or equal stop planks, as indicated on the plana.
These planks shall be constructed of the Same kind of
material a.s the baffles I shall be soildly constructed
With iron straps, and provided With lifting handles.
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This work shall also include the placing in the
position indioated on the Plans, of the cast iron raw
water inlet pipe, thru the wall of the mixing basin.
This work shall also include the placing in the
clear well wall, of the cast iron filtered water pipe,
as indicated on the Plans. It shall also include placing
wi thin the clear v~ell and fil tar tank vi'alls of the
waste water sewer. Itshall also include the furnishing,
complete in place, the waste water sewers indioated om the
Plans.
Thss work shall also include the plaoing of the
cast iron strainer manifold system in the wallS of the
filter tanks.
This work shall also include the placing of all
pump suction and filter effluent pipes in the floor of
the pump room, and the necessarj base plates or foun-
dations for loss of head guages.
This work shall also include the construction, in
the pump room floor, of a manhole, giving access to the
clear well. This manhole shall be located as directed
by the Engineer. It shall have a substantial cast iron
frame I with a clear opening of not less than 24" I and
shall be provided with a substantial1close fitting,
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solid cast iron lid. The construction and placing of the
frame and lid shall be such, that when the lid is proper-
placed and locked, it shall be impossible for any water~
to enter the clear well thru or around the frame and
opening.
84. All concrete for work done under these items shall
be as indioated.
All basins J tanks or structures which will be used
foe storing liquids or water, or shal.l be sUbjeot to a
seepage of ground water, shall be oonstructed as nearly
a m.onol1 th as pees!ble I and particular care shall be
taken with all neoessary joints to make them watertight
and impervious to moisture • Great care shall be taken al-
so that at all point. where pipes or castings pass thru
floors or walls, a perfectly watertight joint is secured.
Upon completeion of the structure~ or part th••eof,
the struoture or tank shall be filled with water" and the
Contractor shall l at his own expense l repair all oraoks,
voids or imperfeotions, which oause the fall of 1" or
more in the surface of the water in 24 hours. All places
which show appreciable seepage from any of the tabks or
basins on the inside of the filter house or pump room,
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shall be ma~e perfectly watertight, even if the structure
fulfills the requirements for watertightness as above
specified.
With proper ~aterial6, and care in mixing and
placing", watertight walls should be secured wi th the
materials and proportions specified herein. The Contraotors
may, with approval of the Engineer, incorporate a water-
proofing material in the concrete, No additional pay-
ment ~~'\till be made for such waterproofing material.
No speoial finishing of the walls will be requ1red~
except as speoified in Artiole 53.
The floors of the clear well, sedimentation basin l
and mixing basin shall be screeded to a stnooth l hard,
even surfaoe.
The operating floor, pump room floor and stairs shall
be floated to a smooth surface With a wood float.
The sides of the filter tanks shall be given a rough
finish by brushing or sanding, so as to make a. satisfactory
joint between the filter sand and gravel and the sides
of the tank.
As speoified herein, the Contractor, under this ite~~
shall place all pipe, fittings, castings or base plates.
These pipes, castings, etc. shall be set in position
before the concrete thru Ylhich they pass J is poured, and
shall be securely anchored in the proper position for mak-
ing olosures in connecting pipe lines.
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It shall be discretionary with the Contraotor as to
whether the pipes and castings shall be placed aa the
concrete is poured l or wh\1:.erithe openings shall be left,..
in the stxtictures, the pipes set and securely grouted in
place.
It 1s the intention of these Specifications to ob-
tain watertight joints a.nd any method may be employed by
the Contractor in obtaining such joints, as is approved
by the Engineer.
There shall be erected, complete in place, the
filter superstructure) including all concrete work, brick
work, mortar, sills, lintela, roof sheeting and roof1ng l
flue I flashing, door and door frame, Window sash and gla.ss,
and painting necessary for the construction of the filter
su.pe·l'structure as indicated on the Plans.
Brick sha.ll be No.2 Pavers or hard-burned redbrick
and shall be uniform in size, straight and true. Samples
of the brick to be used shall be submitted to the
Engineer J and his approval as to Size, quality and type
shall be obtained before ordering the brick. Br10ks shall
be laid in regular bond l with every fifth oourse a ft11
course of headers, unless otherwise ordered by the
Engineer. Brick shall be laid on a level bed J with all
vertical joints straight and true l and the bond must be
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well preserved. Outside joints are to be pointed wi th a
conoave tool, and the inside struci with a trowel. Equal
care is to be exercised in finishing both sides of the wall
as no interior finish is to be applied. Bricks shall
be laid with a shove joint, and all joints shall be en-
tirely filled with mortar.
Atter the roof rafters have been set, the walls shall
be continued to a height indicated on tihe Plans .. and the
wall finsihed by capping with a standard 9" vitrified
clay copi?g tile .. with necessary angle tile. lolnts shall
be uniform in width and not exceed 3/8" in width.
All necessary lintels, anchors, dowels or clamps
for securing door frames and window sash shall be placed
as the work progresses.
l~on completion of the walls .. the Contractor shall
thoroly wash down both sides mf all brick walls, remove
all mortar from the brick, and repaint all defective
joints. Joints around Window sash and door frames shall
be filled with mortar and pointed.
Mortar for the brick work specified under this item
s hall be conrposed o~ one part Portland Cement J and three
parts of sand by volume. Hydrated lime, or well slacked
lime putty, in a volume not to exceed 10% of the cement ..
may be added to the mortar.
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Mortar shall be mixed in mortar boxes, with clean
water. No mortar shall be mixed on the ground or floors
of the structure.
Steel lintels, composed of two sin X 3t" X 5/16"
structural steel angles, placed back to back against a
1" thick plank and bolted toget:r~er, shall be plaoed over
each window opening in the walls. The lintels shall have
at least 6" of bearing on the walls.
The roof og the filter building shall consist of 1"
No.1 yellow pine, 7/8" by 8" tongue and groove or ship-
lap sheathing placed on 2" X 10" roof joists on 16"
centers.
All exposed surfaces of sheathing and underside
joists shall be surfaced. Sheathing shall be seourely nailed
to the joists.
The roof shall then be covered with a five-ply coal
tar pitch felt and gravel roof, to be constronted according
to standard specifications.
All walls shall be flashed to make a wtertight job,
and the flashings shall be coated with roof pitch.
There shall be constructed at the 'Point indicated
on the Plans" or where indicatee by the Engineer, a brick
flue~ 8"X 12" in cross section, extending the full
height of the brick walls a.nd properly capped.
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All sash shall be cf steel" of a make and type
approved. by the Engineer. They shall be of stock size,
as indicated, glazed with double strength, clear glass,
and shall have a ventilator of the type and size shown,
and made weathertight by use of putty especially adapt-
ed to use in steel sash. Sash shall be placed in the
\valls in the be st manna r sui table to the make and type
of sash. Ventilators shall be equipped with ca~ latch
and stay bar, or other equally satisfactory operating
device. All sash shall receive one shop coat of red
lead and oil.
Sash glazing shall be protedted by the Contractor
during construction, and any glass damaged or brcken
shall be replaced by hirr.; at the completion of the con-
tract. When the contract is completed, the Contractor
shall clean the glass of all oil, putty, or other de-
facement l and shall wash and clean it, leavin~ it in
perfect condition.
Steel sash shall be given one coat of mineral paint
after erection.
Thedoor required under this item s~all be of the
size indicated. It shall be solid, No. 1 quality, shall
have styles of llichigan stock pine or cypress 1-3/4"
in thickness, paneled and moulded. Wood panels shall be
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of Georgia pine or equal. Styles and rails shall be
mortised, tenoned and securely wedged and glued. Glazing
shall be of double strength clear glass, and in the
manner indicated on the Plans. Glass indoors is to be
held in place by wood moulding set in putty.
The door frame shall be rabbited to the full thick-
ness of the door, and it shall be 1-7/8" thick, and shall
be of white pine or cypress. The frame shall be set
plumb, well braced, and secured to the concrete masonry
with three anchor bolts on each jamb. The door shall be
hung to clear the floor, but no threshold shall be pro-
vided. Door and frame shall receive two coats of white
lead and 011 in colors approved by the Engineer. Wood
work shall be cleaned and sanded and all nail holes and
irregularities puttied before painting.
Hardware ahall be provided as required for hanging
doors and windows. Door shall be hung onthree loose pin
hinges and shall be provided with mortise cylinder lock~
knobs and escutcheons.
All exterior and interior wood work, including the
under side of the roof sheathing, and the rafters shall
be given two coats of white lead and oil, in colors
approved by the Engineer.
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Windov~ sills shall be of conorete. They shall be
constI'"Ccted and reinfcbrced in a manner approved by the
Engineer. Sills shall have sugficient length to afford
proper bearing on the janlbs ~ shall be set to wash and
drip, and shall projerl I!, with a 5" face.
Thexe shall be furnished and installed on the in-
side of the filter building, where directe1 by the
Engineer, a solid bronze tablet of satisfactory design,
not less than 14" X 2S" in size, and having on it, in
suitable l neat, raised letters, the names of the Mayor,
Aldermen, Engineer and Contraotor, and the date of com-
pletion.
There shall be oonstructed and erected on the
operating floor and stairs, the pi~e hand and guard rail,
shown on thw Plans. This rail shall be of standard pipe
of the size indioated, fastened in plaoe and connected
with standard galvanized fla.nges and fittings. All ra.il
shall be set straight and plumb, and all connections an(i
construction done in a neat and workmanlike manner.
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84. There shall be inet"alled. in the filter bUilding
high lift pumps and piping substantially as shown on the
Plans. However, such ohanges in arrangement as are
nenes s ary to ac comodate various types of equipment can
be maie, but no changes shall be made unless plans of
such ohanges are submitted to the Engineer and approved
by him.
Pumps and prime movers shall be as specified in
Articles 78 and 79.
Pumps as follows shall be furnished and erected
complete in place
Motor Driven High L1ft Pum~:
Number of units - 1
Servioe - High lift pumpin servioe, pumping from
olear well to elevated storage tank•
.
Type - Horizontal, multi-stage> centrifug~l.
Capaoity - 500 G. P. M.
TotaJ. dynamio pumping head - 250 Feet.
Prime mover - Electric motor.
Eleotric cnrrent oharacteristios - 220 r· volt, 3
phase, 60 cycle.
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Engil1~,J2;'iven Hi"gh Lift Pump_
Number of uni ts - 1
Service - High lift pumpingservic8., pumping from clear
well to elevated storage tank.
Type - Horizontal, multi-stage, centrifugal.
Capaoity - 500 G. P. M.
Total dynamic pumping head - 250 feet.
Prime mover - Automobile type gasoline engine.
Piping shall be as indica8ed~ suotion piping being
Class "An and discharge piping Class "en.
The disoharge pipe shall be connected to the supply
line at a point about two feet outside the filter building.
Disoharge line valves shall be of the type specifiei
,.
in Artiole 72, with flanged bodYJ and constructed to
wi thstand a pressure of' 300 pounds per square inoh on
el the r side.
Suotion line valves shall be as speoified in Article
72 ani tested to 100 poundS pressure.
The suction pipe shall be equipped at its lower end
with a foot valve of sufficient size and of a make
approved by the Engineer.
Proper priming pipe lines shall be provided for each
pump.
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85. There shall be in~:;tal1ed as indicated on the Plans"
a wash water pump for delivering a high velocity water
v"ash to the filter beds.
This Pl:~P and motor shall be as specified in Articles
78 and 79. This pun~ shall be as follows:
Number of uni ts - 1
Service - Filter wash service" pumping from clear
well thru filter wash system.
'Type - Horizontal" single-stage, centrifugal.
Capacity - 1900 G. P. M.
Total dynamio pumping head - 35 feet.
Prime mover - Eleotrio motor.
Eleotric Current Characteristics - 220 volt
3 phase" 60 cycle.
Piping connections for the wash water pump shall
be as indicated. Pipe shall be flanged" Class "An. All
valves shall be standard gate valves, wi th flanged
body, as s,~cified in Article 72, tested to 100 pounds.
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FILTRATION PLANT EQUIPMENT.
lae. The equipment tobeprovided 1s to consist of the
mechanioal equipment fox the two filter units as shown
on the Plans~ and is to consist of the following:
Strainer system, wash water txoughs~ beds of sand
and gravel, loss of head guages~ effluent controller8~
wall castings, pipe connectlons~ sluice gates~ plug
valves, qhen:ical apparatllS, fil te r -piping and
chlorinating apparatus.
87. Strainer System. The strainer system shall be aon-
structed substantially as shown on the Plans. The mani-
fold shall consist of a good grade of cast iron pipe 'wi th
fl~nged ends and of the weight specified. The laterals
shall be of ex.tra heavy I galvanized. wrought iron pipe,
which shall be capped with an extra"heavy galvanized oap,
~d drilled as ahown on the Plans. All joints between
manifold and laterals shall be watertight against a
pressure of 25 pounds per square in ch. No brass
strainers or ferrules \liill be required.
Alternate plans for strainer systems may be em-
ployed, providing they do not change the general oon-
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atruction of thesys·tem and. shall be capable of handling
a 24" to 27" wash.
88. Filtar Piping and Fi'ttin:;;s. The 'work to be done will
be the furnishing qnj. erecting.t comple te in place I of all
cast and \iJrought iron piping, with all necessary speoial
castings, fittings, valves and appurtenanoes, within the
fil tel' builtiing"
The work will include the oonstruction of the ef::luent
lines fTom the fil ter~, the construction of the wash wa.ter
line, the construction of the waste water and rewash lines,
the tilte red watar lines from the pumps to the outside wall
of the filter building, together with the furnishing of
all special castings, fittings, valves, extension valve
stems and floor stands as indicated.
The vJork will also include the furnishing and ereot-
ion of the filter troughs shown on the Plans.
The work v·vi11 also inol ude the furnishing and
erection 3 complete in place, of plug drain valvee and
sluice gates, as indicated on the Plans and speoified in
Articles 72 to 77. All valves and sluice gates
shall be equipped wi th extension stems, braokets and floor
stands J as indioated on the Plans.
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Thewori shall also consiat of furnishing and erect-
inG all Pillfl~ suction lines~ complete in plaoe~ together
1vi th all ,31)e019.1 caS tinge ani foot valves. Foot valves
furni8P~d shall be of standard make and quality, approved
by the Engineer.
The work shall also consist of the furnishing and
erecting all neoessary stirlUpS, saddles, rods, or wrought
iron columns neoessary for the proper support of pipe
lines.
Wrought iron pipe speoified for the rewash line
shall be galvanized and extra heavy .. Byers make, or equal.
The arrangement of piping shall be of the general
plan shown, but some rearrangement will be permitted to
facilitate different types of equipment. The Contractor
shall submi t detailed plans for the approval of the
Engineer, of any modification he proposes to make in
the piping plan, shoWing dimension of all lines,valves and
fittings a.nd their oonnection with pumps and rate con-
trollers" but no work shall be undertaken withoutbthe
written approva.l of the alterna.te plan by the Eng1neeI'.
89. Effluent Rate Controllers. There shall be furnished
oomplete in plaoe" two rate controllers of the Venrura
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tube typeJ one one the effluent line from each f11tex J
with all connectionsJ apparatus and appurtenances.
The controllers furnished shall be of the enclosed
type of make which has been in sucoessful use for at
least three years.
The controllers shall be ca~able of maintainin~
- Q
consta.ntly any desired rate of flow, between the limits
of 250,000 gallons and 425 J OOO daily, without any
poundi.ng or surging under the varying heads resulting in
the operation of the filters, and the actual rate of flow
shall not vary at any time more than 3% from the mean
rate for which the 'controller is set. When the water 1s
passing thru the oontroller the maximum total head requirei
shall not be more than 12" for the rate above speoified.
Each controller shall be provided with a plainly
readable device for setting at any desired rate of
flow within the limits specified.
After installation and under the direction of the
Engineer~ eaoh controller shall be carefully tasted by
the Contractor, accurately oalibrated and put in satis-
faotory running order.
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All wearing surfaces, threats, orifioes and stuffing
boxes shall be of bronze or suitably faced with bronze.
The indicating device shall be nickel-plated and all
the auxiliary piping, valves and cocks 'shall be of bronze.
The outlet of each controller shall be provided
with a suitable trap and all the necessary water
connections shall be provided and installed.
90. LOS8 of Head Guages. There shall be furnished and
installed, complete in place, at each filter an indioating
losa of head guage~ of a type approved bJ the Engineer.
This guage shall be complete with all the necessary
float tubes, counterwieghts, cords and other apparatus
necessary to accurately indicate the loss of head in the
corresponding filter. The guage shall be of the differ-
ential float type and shall register loss of head from
zero to twelve feet maximum. The connections from the
filters and the effluent pipes shall be of galvanized
wrought iron with a brass nipple thru the concrete wall
of the filter. Proper provision shall be made to prevent
the entrance of wa.sh wa.ter or sand into the float ohare-
ber. The mechanism of the guage shall be of brass and en-
olosed in a strong, neatly finished niokel-plated or
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japanned brass case arxanged on a pedestal mounting and
to be readily aocessible.
91. Filter Sand ~:p.d. Gra."!.e~ There shall be furnished
filter sand and gravel~ graded as herein speoified and of
the quality speoified.
Filter gravel shall consist of hard, durable, round-
ed particles of material, of a relatively high speoific
gravity. It shall be free from contaminating material.
It shall be screened and washed free from all sand, clay,
loam or any organic impurity" and then placed in layers"
as herein speoified, imrrediaaely over the strainer syste~.
Before plaoing the gravel, the filter tanks shall
nO
be thoroly cleaned" andh dirt or foreign matter of any
kind shall be allowed to enter the filter tank after
beginning to place the gravel. Failure of the Contraotor
to observe the proper precaution will result in the re-
moval and disposal of any contaminated gravel, and its
replaoement With clean gravel, at the e~penae of the
Contractor.
Care shall be taken in placing the gravel l that the
strainer system is not injured, and to avoid mixtures
of gravels of 4ifferent sizes. Gravel so mixed Shall be
removed and replaced at the expense of the Contraotor.
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The gravel shall be car;.fully placed by careful spreading,
and sball not be ~ropyed from an~ appreciable height.
Gravel shall be placed in layers of the size and
thickness indioated in the following table:
Layer Depth. Inches Diameter in circular ring inohes
Thru which Upon which
gravel will gravel will
pass be reta.ined
Bottom
2nd. 6 2 1
3rd 4 1 3/4
4th 3 3/4
*5th 3 t k
2 .1 1/104.
92. Filter Sand. Filter sand shall be composed .of
pure quartz II a.nd wi th hard., d.urable grains, sharp or
rounded, free from olay, loam, dirt or organic matter,
and relatively free from mioaoeous particles.
Filter sand shall have an effe~tive size of not lees
then 0.38 of a millimeter., nor more than 0.44 of a
millimeter, and a uniformity coefficient of not more
than 1.65. Not more than 2/10 %shall be finer than 0.2
of a millimeter, and not more than Ii shall be finer than
0.25 of a millimeter, and at least 90~ shall be finer than
0.8 of a millimeter. The diameters of sand gro8s shall be
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oomputed as the diameters of spheres of equal volume and
all percentages calculated by weight ••
The Contractor may place in the filter tanks sand
which does not strictly conform to the Specifications for
effective size and unfformity coeffioent, provided that
he shall, after placing, thoroly wash the sand by means
of wash water introdu~ed by the strainer system at a
satisfactory rate, ani he shall remove the fine sand re-
maining upon the surface of the filter after washing,
by scraping if necessary_ He shall repaat this prooess
until the sand remaining is of the required size, depth
and uniform! ty.
Especial care shall betaken in the transportation
and plaoing of filter sand to prev8Dt contamination of
any sort, and sand which may have become dirty, either
before or after plaoibg in the filters shall be removed
and replaoed. by olea.n sand in a satisfaotory manner. All
sand contaminated by organic matter shall be rejected.
After sand is plaoed in the fil ters~ it shall be washed
at least ten times, with the was)ing devices connected
wi th the fil tars.t and fine sand appearing at the surface
shall be removed by scraping. Sufficient sand shall be
placed in each filter to secure a lajer at least thirty
inohes in depth after the sand has been washed and sorap,di
and. conforming to it e sizes above shown.
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After the sand has been plaoed in the filters, the
Contractor shall projeot it as may be necessary from
dirt or other contamination.
The Contractor shall furniJ:3h for teats" samples of
sand, consisting of not less than one quart" taken under
the direction of the Engineer. Each sample shall be
labeled" stating whether it has been waahed or screened"
or both" and the place from Which it is taken. All
samples shall be furnished in mason jars or similar
t~ght receptacles. The Same will be carefully tested by
the Engineer to determine its conformity with the
Specifications.
93. Floor Stands. There shall be furnished ten floor
standS, one for each valve in the filter piping. These
stands shall be of cast iron provided with extensionatems
for conneotion to the valves. They shall have a handwheel
12" indiameter" and shall have on them plates or raised
let.ers indioating the purpose to which they are to be
used a:md. the di:rec·tion of opening.
They Shall be securely fastened to the ooncrete floor.
94. Chemioal Feed Apparatus. There shall be furnished
and erected, oomplete in p~ace" with all valvee, fittings,
conneotions and pipe, on the opera.ting floor, two cobstant
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level chemical feed orifice tanks. These orifice tanka
are to be built of cast iron, of suitable size, with the
interior porcelain enamel lined) and are to be rigidly
supJ;:orte-i on a metal support or framework.. at such a
height above the floor as will provide a gravity feed
from the tanks to the point of application of the solution.
These orifice tanks s~all be provided TIith a balanced
float valve, wi th a hard rubber or glass floa.t, which
float valve shall be cobstructed to control the level
of the solution within the tanka at a fixed height.
These tanks shall be provided with an adjustaale
orifice, constructed of a suitable durable material, and
the size of the orifice shall be adjustable by a suitable
means, so that tanks may be set to feed from 0 to 500
gallons of solution p~r 24 hours.
There shall be provided piping of in iron pl~e size
from each tank to the orifice tanks, as indiaceed on the
Plans, and provided wi th aci1i-resisting bronze valves
as shown. There shall also be provided a pipe of 1" iron
pipe size from each orifice tank to the point of
applioation of the solution in the mixing basin. All solu-
tion piping shall be in straight lines and is to be made
up of plugged tees, crosses or wyes, where changes of
ilrection are made, to facilitate rodding.
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Solution piping shall be placed so as to be easily
1
accessible for renewal, an1 sutable wall pieces shall be
/'0
provided whare solution pipes pass thru walls of the
solution tanks and building walls.
All materials used, including valves, shall b« of
a special acid-resisting composition that will not be
attacked by the action of the ohemical used.
There shall be provided by the Contractor a line of
3/4" Kalvanized wro-ught iron pipe, extending from the
fil tared ~;4:ater high pressure line in the pump room to a
point above each solution tank. Above eaoh solution tank
shall be placed an outlet and valve for supplying
fil tared water to each tank.
Th~~e shall be provided means for making a pressure
connection btween the water lines and the solution lines
for the purpose of flushing the solution line thruout
its entire length.
95. Chlorinator. There shall be furnished and installed,
complete in plaoe" and ready for operation, oneWallace
an~ Tiernan" manual control, solution feed chlorinator,
With all necessary piping and connections from the
apparatus on the operating floor to point of application
of solution in suction pipes of high lift pumps.
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The apparatus is to be furnished complete, with all
necessary equipment, tools) instructions and operating
charts.
There shall also be furnished one t&nk, containing
IOn po unds of llquLi chlo rine" also one pla.tform scale
having a capacity of 500 pounds.
95. Laboratory. There shall be constructed by the Con-
tractor, in the location indicated on the Plana, anI
office ani laboratory. This laboratory shall be equipped
-vvi th a cast iron enamelled sink wi th. oonnection to a solI
pipe leading to the Wash water sewer, and a 3/4" gal-
vanized pressure pipe line with a faucet. There shall
also be furnished a small table with unfinished top
not less than 30" X 60" in size.
There shall also be prOVided a wooden cabinet
approximately 18" square and 7 feet high, haVing three
drawers each 12" in depth, the remainder of the oabinet
to be equipped with shelves, with double doors and
cabinet latch.
There shall also be furnished laboratory eQuipment
of Wallaoe and Tiernan manufaoture, designated as their
Ortbo-Tolidin Water Testing Outfit l putfht nc", also
Out!i ts designated Out!i ts tiD" and "Et!, or if the- Con-
tractor so elects he may furnish such artioles as are
required by the regUlations of the State Department of
Public Health for making tests for a1kilinlty, color,
turbidity and free chlorine.
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HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION LINE
-112-
Each pole shall have crossarms of fir long enough
for proper spacing of 6600 volt conductors. Pins and
insulators shall be of large type~ insulators of high
volta.ge test vitreous porcelain.
All carriage bolts~ ~achine bolts~ lag screws, cross
arm bra.ces J guy thirnbles, ca..ble clamps I ground anchors,
etc., necessary to properly install line shall be galvan-
ized/
Line shall be rigidly guyed at both ends and doubly
guyed at t~,r.;o inte xv ala to each n:ile of pole line, also
at any turns in the line. Guy lines shall be of beavy strand
guy wire with strain insulators in between and
fastened to goround with. an approved deep seating
ground anchor having thimbles I clamps and moused ends.
Wire to be used shall be 3 No. 6 B&S guage hard
drawn bare copte r be twe en po int 0 f se rvi ce and fi 1te r
plant~ and 3 No.6 B&S guage triple braid weatherproof
wires between filter plant and pump house.
An additional six pin cross arm shall be bolted
to each pole between the filter bUilding and P'UIi1P
house to carry secondary wires as folloWS: 4 No. 12
B&S guage weathe rproof wires for pilot lines to
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compensators in pump bUilding, and 2 No. 10 B&S
guage weatherproof wires for 110 volt lighting ser-
vice in fil tar plant from transformers in pump build-
ing.
At point of service in the Oity, at point of service
to filter bUilding .. a.nd again outsiae of PUlYiP bUilding"
sets of multigaPJ oompressed chamber lightning arrestors
shall be installed and grounded to ground rod at base
of pole with }Io. 6 insu.lated wire and so Ide red connections.
All linesehall be tied to insulators with regu-
lation tie. Two sets of fusable plug disconnects shall
be r1aced, one in each line at point of service in the
City, and another set just ahead of filter plant
connection.
A service drop of 3 No. 6 triple braid weather-
proof wires shall be tapped off and dropr~d to insulator
brackets on wall of filter bUilding at location of service
conduits.
At the pump house the 3 No. 6 weatherproof conductors
shall be brought to insulator brackets on wall at service
ctd11it. The 3-6600 volt feeders shall be carried. thru the
"
wall in this conduit with three No. 6-6600 volt rubber
covered wires and conneoted to primary of trans fo rme rs
set on the upper floor of the pump house. The secondary
and pilot lines shall terminate on wall insulator
brackets on buildings at both ends where candui ts are
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located fo r sarne.
There shall be furnished and connected as desig-
nated two 6600 volt primary to 220 volt secondary
oil cooled transformers with intermediate tap for 110
volt for lights frorIl one tra,nsformer and 3 phase 20
vol ts for );lowe r from both connected. These transfoTme rs
are to be complete with i'usable cutots, oil, etc.
The line shall be completed in a workmanlike
n~anner according to modern practice" and. shall be cut
in 3nd put in service at the direction of the Engineer
and left in proper operating condition.
The conduits for service connection in each of the
two bUildings oovered~ is specified in Article 97.
97. Power Wiring Filter and pump station shall be wirea
in a g~lvanized conduit for power and light service as here-
inafter ~ore fully described.
All wo rk shall be ;.1one in compliance vii th Under-
writers" City and State regulations.
All cables for po\ver shall be double braid. rubber
covered 6600 volt wi th 21.11 termine.ls J.)roperly soldered
to heavy copr,er lugs, with all splices outsia.e conduits
or in junction boxes Wiped With soldel'l and taped witt.
rubber, varnished cambrie l and friction tape and then
coated With insulating paint.
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Type and dimensions of the buildings in whicn this
~J;;ork is to be jane are shown upon the Plana.
~vo m~tors and compensators are to be wired for and
connected in. the filter bUilding, one to be 50 HP, and
anotber 25 HP, both operating on 220 volts, 3 pbase, 60
cycles. Both of these motors will be on the Pillf!P room
. ffloor w~ th one comepnsator on this floor, and anothe r on
"
theope~~ting floor, suspended in a manner approved by the
Engineer.
A ooniui t not smaller than It" VI:"i th proper pothead
or condulet shall be installed where service wires enter
the filter bUilding; into this condulet there shall be
!;ulled 3 No.6 rubber covered 2500 volt wires. Inside the
bUilding these wires shall be connected to a 3 pole, 60
amp., 2500 volt main oil sWitch, with overload and under-
voltage releasee. Carry 3 load side wires from tbis oil
switch to two smaller sWitches of smaller amperage, one
ahead of each motor compeneatcr to be used as a safety
and lisconnecting switch.
All wiring bet~een oil switches and compensators, and
between compensators and motors shall be in conduit and
all conduits shall be linked together and grounded in an
approved manner. Oil sWitches, compensators and motor
frames shall also be grounded. All oil switches and
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starters shall be filled with oil and regulated and left
in proper operating condition4
The Contraotor shall connect on the wall of the
filter bUilding 2 single pole momentary switches from
,vires brought to the building from the pump building,
to be used as stopping devices for tee two low lift
pump motors.
Low lift pump house shall be wired in galvanized
con~~t for two 20 HP, 220 volt, 3 phase motors and
compensators as follows: Connect three No.2 ReDB 600
vol t wires in l~·n condui t fran 3 phase 220 volt seeondary
wires of transformer on upper floor and roo same to one
3 pole, 200 amp., 250 volt main switch. At each side of
this safety switch mount a 3 pole, 100 amp., 20 volt
fused safety SWitch as a safety disconnect, and from
each of these sWitcbes connect compensators and 20 HP
motors. Connect from push stop buttons on each compen-
sator a pair of No. 14 rubber covered wires in t n con-
dui t to outside concLulet ~YheIe pole line runs from san:e
to filter "f'lant.
All conduit8~ s~itch cabinets, starters and motor
frames in this building shall be properly grounded,
All fuses for proper operation shall be installed
ane one extra fuse of each size furnished and left in
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each ca.bine t.
The e~tire pOV'Jer installation in both buildings
shall be left in comp12,te working order.
98. Light W~~~B~, Both pump and filter houses shall
be wired for 110 volt electric lights, in galvanized
conduit with rubber covered wire as follows:
At transformers in pump station oonneot 110 volt,
2 wire tap to a 30 amp., 125 volt, 2 circuit combination
safety sWiltch and ci1l.cui t fuse cabinet; from one circui t
run two wires out thru cmndulet fromm connection to pole
line, covered elsewhere separately in these Specifications.
From the other circuit wire in for lights in pump house
one 220 watt outlet on each floor, each with snapswitch ,
lamp and large industrial porcelain enan:el reflector.
In filter building wire for lights as follows:
Run con~let out to connect to 110volt wires from pole
line and down into fuse block in '''sheet iron cabinet.
From this fuse blook run to four 200 watt outlets for
lights in ceiling of operating floox J and to two wall
reoeptacles in operating room. Run wi re to four light
ou~lets on ceiling of pump room.
Eaoh floor shall have a separa.te sna:pswi teh .. and
all light outlets shall have lamp and enameled industrial
reflector
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All light wiring shall be left complete with all the
necessary fuses in place. All oonduits shall be grounded
in an approved manner and all wires shall be free from
grounds and short circui ts. The light wirsing shall be
left in a satisfactory operating condition.
S9. Heating of the filter building shall be by a stove
connected to the 8" X 8" X 12" flue indicated on the Plans.
stoves shall of the type known as the heavy oannon
stoves, and shall have a firepot not less than 18" in
diareeter. Befors purchasing this stove the Contractors
shall submit specifications of it to the Engineer for
a.pproval.
The stove shall be erected complete in place with all
necessary smoke piping.
WATER SUPI?LY LINE
100. Tbere s~~ll be construoted a cast iron pipe line~ 10"
in internal diamter, connecting with high 11ft pump dise
oharge at the filter building and with present city maine
at Main and E. Fourth Streets.
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This pipe line is approximately 35,400 feet in
length and shall be located upon the right of way of
State Route 15 as designated by the engineer of the
Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division
of Highways.
The line shall be constructed of pipe of quality
specified in Article 62 of these Specifications, and shall
be laid and jointed as specified in Articles 63 to 67,
inclusive.
There shall be installed in the pipe line, auto-
matic air valves, lever and float type, installed
in brick or concre te manholes 3t feet in intemal
diamter, and provided with cast iron manhole frame and
cover, as indioated on the PlaDS.
Connection to the present city mains shall be done
in a ma.nner approved by the Engineer, and any fl ttlngs
or speoial castings shall be approved by the En~ineer.
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PART V - CONCLUSION
CHAPTER. I - FINli1CING THE PLANT
CHAPTER II - CONCLUSION
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CHAPTER ~ - FINANCING THE SYSTD1
One of the greatest problems met in the construction
of a water supply system like the one described in this
thesis is the question of finances. As has been stated
before, in locali ties or towns Where the energies of
are
the entire working population ~ bent toward the develop~
ment of a mine or some industry, that m1nang company
or industrial concern quite often furnishes the capital
necessary in a proQ~ct of this nature. This, however,
is the exception rather than the rule, so it 1s almost
imperative that the engineer me familiar with this
phase of the work as well as these of a purely teohnical
nature.
The laws of the state of Illinois give municipalities
threedifferent ways in which to raise money for works
of a publio improvement nature. They are as foll..t:
1. By bond isaue
2. By special assessment
3. Certificates of indebtedness
The bond issue eye tern is one which is not very
often used in works of this nature. The amount to
which a 01 ty or village may bond i teelf is set by
''-'-122~
law, and is a very small percentage of the total assessed
valuation of the property in that town. In towns of the
size for which this water supply system was constructed
this lind t of bonded indebtedness is rather small and
would represent but a small portion of the mon.y needed.
Then, too, qui te frequently such towns are already
bonded to their limit and it is impossible toJlegally
issue more bonds.
The speoial assessment method is one used more
frequently in financing waterworks systems. In this
method the system 1s pa.'je:~ for by levying a speoial
tax against the property owner being benefited, and he
pays in proportion to the benefits he derives from
the improvement. It would seem, at first that, that it
would be impossible to finance a waterworks :07 this
method for this reason~ The amount necessary must be
assured before the plant can be started. The number of
cons~ers is necessarily small at the start but inoreases
from year to year. It would be obviously unfair to levy
a e~ecial assessment against the initial users of the
water~ and to allow users to tap on to the mains later
Without sharing in the initial cost of the plant. Tbis
difficulty is ~otten around by financing the construction
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of the distribution system alone by special assessment
and financing the remainder of th~ system by different
means. In this case the cost of the water mains l tank l
fireplugs, etc. is pro-rated among the property owners
whicn they bene!i t and the property owner pays his
portion of that cost whehher he be comes a consumer
inmlediately or wai ts until a later date to start using
the water. Under this p&an the mains may at any time
be extended and the new owners benefited according to
the coat and the benefits derived. In the city referred
to in this thesis, water maine were laid several years
ago under this plan, so it was not necessary to levy
a special assessment against the individual property
holders ..
This plant was financed by the third ~f the above,
n"a.mely, by issuing certificates of indel»tedness or
water certificates. An explanation of what water certifi-
e
cates are can best be had by refe~ce to an act of the
c,:;,~e
Illinois General Assembly of 1899, entitled, "An act
authorizing cities, towns and villages to build, pur-
chase or extend water works systems for public and domes-
tic use and to provide for the cost thereof, n which
reads as follows:
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Section 1. Every c1ty~ incorporated town and
villa.ge in this State, is hereby authorized to ac-
quire water works for supplying water for public
use, and domestic use of its inhabitants by build-
ing ox purchasing water works system or enlarging
or exten~ing an existing system. In payment of
such building, purchase or enlargement such muni-
cipality may issue certificates <bf indebtedness
limited in their payment solely to the water fund
hereinafter provided for; such certificates may bear
interest at a rate not to exceed six per oentum per
annum, payable semi-annually, and shall only be
issued at not less than par value in payment fox
the building, purchase or extension of a water
works system.
Seotion 2. Any such municipality desiring to
avail i tealf of the provisions of thiE~ act shall
first pass an ordinance fixing in a general way the
C;:..I";.~; Oa.})aoftwhef,.<thexvraGex works system it is proposed
to acquire, and referring to the plans and speci-
fications therefor 'V'rhich shall be o:pen to the in-
spection of the public; which said ordinance shall
fix the rates at which the water is to be supplied
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for all private purpoaes~ and said rates so fixed,
shall not thereafter be reduced until the certfi-
cates issued for the acquiring or enlarging the
water works, and the interest thereon, are fUlly
paid. Which said ordinace shall be published in a
newspaper published in such municipali" at lp.aet
once in each week fo~ thxea successive weeks. And
if no petition shall be filed with the clerk of
such municipality as hereinafter provided, Within
twenty-one days after the first publication of said
ordinance, then co~orate authorites may proceed
to carry out the ~rovisions of the ordinance. But
if within said period of twenty-one days there shall
be filed with the clerk of such munioipality a
petition, signed by twenty per oent of the number
of voters votchng for the presiding officer of the
le~islative body of such municipality at the mext
preceding city, town or village election, asking that
the question of acquiring or enlarging a water
works system be submitted to a vote. It shall then
be the duty of the legislative body of such munioi-
pality to oall a speoial eleotion in the mannAT
profided by law to vote upon such question, and if
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it appear that a Ji.lla:jorijy of voters voting upon
such question at such election vote in favor of
acquiring or enlarginp; the waterworks J then said
ordinance egall be in full force and effect and the
corporate autborijes may proseed to carry outthe
provisions thereof, but if a majority of the votes
are cast against such acquiring or enlarging, then
said city, incorporated town or village shall pro-
066d no further for the period of six months next
enSUing.
Section 3. Whenever any such municipality shall
avail itself of the provisions of this act, the en-
tire proceeds arising from the operation of the
water works thereof shall be paid into a fund known
as the "wa'te r fund n and which fund shall be and :re-
main inviolate until the certificates issued under
the te~s hereof and the interest thereon is fully
paid, and~the treasurer of such munioipality shall
not pay any warrants drawn on said fun~ unless the
same be drawn in payment of the neoessary operating
expenses of such water works system, or in payment
of the certificates 1saued hereunder or the interest
thereon.
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Section 4. In order to secure in the most ample
manner the payment of the water certifioates author-
ized as afore~said, any such municipality may con-
vey by mortgage or deed of trust the water works
so acq uired or enlarged \"';'-hich said mo!'tgage or deed
of trust shell be acknowledged and reco!'ded in the
sarre manner o.s mortgages of real property, and whivh
mortgage or deed of trust Shall contain such pro-
visions and ceneli tions as are reasonably necessary
to fully secure the paynlent of sa.id water certifi-
c::ites.
Section 5. Whenever, and as often as 4efault
shall be made in the payment of water certificates
lasBB4 as aforesaid, and such default shall continue
for the space of ninety days, it shall be lawfull
for said mortgagee PI' trustee to declare the whole
of the prinoipal and interest of such certificates
at once due and payable~ and procee1 to foreclose the
same in any court of competent jurisdiction, and in
any deoree to be rebdered in such suit of foreclosure
there shall be included a reasonable solicitor's fee
for the complainantts solicitor, and such decree shall
fix reasonable rate 8 for water furnished from said
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water works system for public usees during the time
that such municipality shall be deprived of ~he
possession thereof as hereinafter provided, and upon
any sale under such decree of foreclosure the person
or corporation offering to satisfy said decree for
the rents, incomes and profi ts of said wate r works
system fortae least number of years not exceeding
fifty, sha.ll become the purchase r the reof J and on
satisfying said deoree shall be let into the use,
occupation and enjoyment of said waterworks syste~
during the time for which the ~ame were sold, and
during such period such purchaser or assigns shall
be entitled to receive and collect for water fur-
nished for private 'purposes the rates prescribed in
the ordinance provided for in Section 2 of this act,
and shall be entitled to receive and collect the
reasonable rates fixed for the public uses of water
ineuch decree. At the end of said period said pur-
chasers or assigns shall deliver said waterworks
system to such municipality in as geod condition as
when the same was :received, ol'dinal'Y wear and tear
excepted.
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Section 6. During the time when the purchaser
at such foreclosure sale shall be entitled to the use
and. enjoyment of. said 'J;:;1t~rwork~ system, 1 t sha.ll hot
be competetnt for such municipality to construct or
a~thoriz9 any person or corporation to construct a
competing system of ~,'\iater works, nor shall it be. com-
petent for the purchaser at such foreclosure sale~
or assigns, to extend the water ~orks system so
purcI1a,sad, except on suoh terms as suoh municipali ty
may authorize.
Section 7" This act shall be >deemed and construed
to confer powers in addition to, but not limiting those
now eXisting.
In brief, the water works oertificate ast is merely
a law which allows cities and villages to exteni their
bonding limit to cover waterwwrke systems. Th~ only dl!-
ference be.ween municipal improvement bondS and wat~r
certificates is that whereas the principa.1 and interest
of the former arepaid from general taxation, the latter
are retired from the income of such water works system.
In addition to furnishing this money to retire the bonie,
rot~
theA for water must be sufficiently large to take care of
all current expenses, repairs, depreciation, etc.
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It is obvious that this aot is a boon to small towns
and villages that have a low bonding limit. The law has
been used with great success in Illinois l and with the
exception of a few rare cases J the towns availing themselves of
its use have have not had to default on the payment of
the bonds. The bonds are generally issued in blocks of
one, threw, five, ten and twenty year maturities, and
in several instances the towns have been able to retire
all the bonda in as little as ten years.
In the City desoribed herein, water oertificates to
the amount of $150,000 w.«e issued. The entire issue was
taken up bya reli~ble title and trust company who made
cash payments to the contractor, discountin~ the bonds
about fifteen points. This company in turn has sold many
of the bonds to its clients; it holds a mortgage deed of
trust on the entire sY8tem~ receives a certain quarterly
. income from the plant )a.nd inter~st and principal of the
bonds are paid to the bond-holders at ita office. In case
the City should default upon any payments, the trust
company is empowered by the aot to foreclose the mor'tgage,
and either take over its operation or employ a oompetent
person or oorporation to do so. From the first few months
of the operation of this plant it became quite evident
that there would be no danger of defaulting on any payment;
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in fact, by basing calculations on the first two months t
in~come of the plant, plus a conservative figure for
~n incraase in revenue~ it has been estimated that all
the bonds will be retired in from ten to fifteen years.
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CHAPTER 1I - OONCLUSION
It has been the purpose of this thesis to present
and show the methods of solving the problems encountered
in planning a. 'Water v,rorks system for a small mining com-
munity. The question of water purifioation is one that
every mining engineer ought to understand; the greater
'portion of this thesis deals wi th but one of the many
specialized problems coming under that head. That this
this thesis covers this phase of the problem thoroly
and accureately cannot be doubted~ for the detailed subjeot
matte r covers a. water works system which is in actual
successful operation in a small mining town in southern
Illinois.
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